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"I ca 'n 't believe that! " said Alice. 
"Ca'n't you?" the Queen said in a pitying tone. "Try again: 
draw a long breath, and shut your eyes. " 
Alice laughed. "There's no use trying;' she said: 
"One ca'n't believe impossible things. " 
"I daresay you haven't had much practice, "said the Queen. 
'When I was your age, I always did it for half-an-hour a day. 
Why, sometimes I've believed as many as six impossible things 
before breakfast ..•. " 
from Through the Looking-Glass 
by Lewis Carroll 
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ABSTRACT 
This thesis is concerned with the structure and properties of 
closed circular DNA. Part I of the thesis reports on experiments 
performed in this laboratory by the author and others to determine the 
structure of polyoma DNA componmt II. The following results were 
obtained: (1) Polyoma II is a ring-shaped. duplex DNA molecule. 
(2) It is generated by introducing one single strand scission in polyoma I 
by the action of pancreatic DNAase or chemical reducing agents. 
(3) The sedimentation coefficient of polyoma II is insensitive to several 
single strand scissions. (4) Polyoma II, when not excessively attacked 
by pancreatic DNAase or chemical reducing agents, is infective. A 
publication is enclosed. 
The renaturation products of polynucleotide single strands ob-
tained from nicked polyoma DNA were examined in Part II of the thesis. 
It was found tln t complementary, linear, single-stranded DNA can re-
nature extensively. Preparations of single-stranded DNA containing 
more than 50% circular single strands renature to form two bands of 
DNA in CsCl buoyant density experiments. The buoyant density of one 
band is approximately that of native polyoma DNA and the buoyant 
density of the other is characteristic of denatured DNA. No evidence 
is found for any renaturation of complementary, circular, single-
stranded DNAo 
Part III of the thesis present.s evidence indicating that non-
nucleotide linkers are absent in both polyoma and ¢Xl 74 DNA. This 
evidence was obtained by examining the exonuclease I digestion products 
of denatured1 pancreatic DNAase treated polyoma and ¢Xl 7 4 DNA in 
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alkaline CsCl velocity gradients. 
Part IV of the thesis contains a publication describing a dye-
buoyant density method for the isolation and detection of closed 
circular DNA. The method is based on the reduced binding of the 
intercalating dye, ethidium bromide, by closed circular DNA. In 
an application of the method, it was found ·that HeLa cells contain, 
in addition to closed circular mitochondrial DNA of mean length 
4. 81 microns, a heterogeneous group. of smaller DNA molecules which 
vary in size from 0. 2 to 3. 5 microns, and a paucidisperse group of 
multiples of the mitochondrial length. In addition, methodological 
results and data not presented in the publication are presented and 
discussed. 
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The parotid tumor agent was discovered independently by 
Gross (1) and by Stewart (2, 3) during attempts to transmit AKR 
mouse* leukemia to newborn mice of another strain with filtrates of 
leukemia tissue homogenates. Both investigators found that the 
mouse leukemia filtrates, in addition to transmitting leukemia, were 
able to induce sarcomas in the parotid gland of mice inoculated 
shortly after birth. Soon after, it was discovered that the agent 
capable of inducing these parotid tumors and, indeed, many other 
types of neoplasms (4) in mice could be propagated in monkey kidney 
tissue cultures (5). The agent caused cytopathic changes in mouse 
embryo cell cultures (6). 
Independence of the tumor agent and the leukemic agent 
Proof of the independence of the parotid tumor agent (PTA) 
from the mouse leukemic factor came with the development of a 
number of virological and immunological techniques useful for the 
detection and isolation of the PTA. One of these techniques was the 
hemagglutination assay of Eddy, Rowe, Hartley, Stewart and 
Huebner (7). Application of this method showed that antibody capable 
of inhibiting a hemagglutination reaction between hamster red blood 
*This is a strain of mice in which up to 90% of the mouse 
population develops spontaneous leukemia when approximately one 
year old. 
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cells and extracts of parotid tumor agent was present in several 
isolated mouse colonies. However, it was also shown there was no 
correlation between the hemagglutination-inhibiting antibody and the 
appearance of spontaneous or induced leukemia in mouse strains 
having a high natural incidence of leukemia (8). Further proof of the 
independence of the PTA was provided by . (a) the different sensitivity 
of the two activities to ether (9), (b) the lack of leukemia producing 
activity in tissue culture preparations of the PTA (10) and (c) the lack 
of strain specificity of the PTA (11), a major characteristic of the AKR 
mouse leukemia. 
The tumor agent is a virus 
Several pieces of evidence directly supported the assumption 
that the parotid tumor agent was a virus. Probably the most convinc-
ing evidence was provided by electron microscopy, which not only 
showed the presence of virus particles in PTA concentrates (12) but 
also indicated these particles might have their origin in the nuclei of 
infected cells in cell culture (13). The nuclear origin of the particles 
was also demonstrated by Henle, Deinhardt, and Rodriguez (14) using 
fluorescent antibody staining techniques. Further work on the 
q uantitation and detection of the tumor agent (15) and the development 
of techniques such as complement fixation (16)> hemagglutination and 
hemagglutination-inhibition tests (7) and plaque assay methods (17, 18) 
provided direct and indirect proof that the tumor agent actually is a 
virus. Evidence for the singular nature of the virus was provided in 
experiments in which single isolated plaques were recultured and 
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extracts of these were inoculated into newborn mice . No differences 
were noted in the types of tumors which the mice developed (19). In 
addition, Winocour and Sachs (18) and Dulbecco and Freeman (17) 
demonstrated that the virus could be recovered from single isolated 
plaques. 
Natural history of polyoma virus 
Polyoma virus, so named because of its ability to induce mul -
tiple types of neoplasms after inoculation into newborn mice, was 
found to induce sarcomas in hamsters (20) and rats (21) and fibromas 
in rabbits (22). However, it must be remembered that these are 
laboratory situations. In the natural situation, the effects of polyoma 
virus a r e much less obvious. In_ fact, the discovery of the virus was 
really quite fortuitous, for under natural conditions, this agent causes 
a latent or chronic infection in the mouse and only very rarely gives 
rise to neoplasms (23). The only non-laboratory animal in which 
antibody to polyoma virus has been found is the mouse. 
Biological properties 
1. The cytolytic virus -cell interaction 
ao The life cycle 
Infection of mouse embryo cell cultures with polyoma virus 
results in a characteristic cytopathic effect (6). This effect, which 
may also be obtained with DNA isolated from the virus, has been 
studied in some detail. Such studies have helped to elucidate par-
tially the life cycle of polyoma virus in cell cultures. The results 
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from the different investigations contain several discrepancies . 
Gershon and Sachs (2 5) outlined the following events as occurring 
during virus synthesis: at 8 to 9 hours after infection, early proteins 
appear in the inf,ected cell; about 4 to 5 hours later, that is at 12 to 
14 hours after infection, infectious viral DNA synthesis is initiated; 
about 2 hours later, proteins required for .the production of virions 
appear, followed after an additional 7 to 9 hours by infectious virus 
particles (also 26). The results of Sheinin (27) do not completely 
agree and indicate that viral DNA is synthesized very late during the 
latent period, probably no more than 3 0 minutes prior to the forma-
tion of infectious virus. Gershon and Sachs attributed these differ-
ences to the nutritional conditions and the virus stocks. 
b. Events occurring after infection 
Further investigations into the events which occur after polyoma 
virus infection have focused on two observations which will be dis-
cussed in order: (a) There is an induction of cellular DNA synthesis 
after viral infection. (b) There is an induction in the activity of 
several cellular enzymes following infection. 
Whether cellular and viral DNA or viral DNA alone is synthe -
sized by polyoma virus infected cultures seems to be dependent upon 
the experimental conditions. For instance, mouse embryo cells 
infected in logarithmic phase at high multiplicity (about 1000 plaque 
forming units (pfu)/ml) undergo a productive infection in which all of 
the cells in the culture give rise to progeny virus. However, under 
these conditions, cellular DNA synthesis is inhibited (28, 29). If 
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mouse kidney cells in stationary phase are infected at lower multi-
plicities, fewer cells undergo productive infection and most of the 
DNA synthesized is cellular (30, 31, 32). The increased cellular DNA 
synthesis occurs only in the productively infected cells (33, 34). The. 
viral DNA synthesis is semi-conservative (35). Using confluent 
mouse embryo cells, Ben-Porat, Coto, and Kaplan (36) further 
showed that cellular DNA is induced after infection at low multiplic -
ities of virus. Their statements that this DNA is physically unstable 
with respect to time are not convincing. They did not, for example, 
adequately characterize the degraded DNA. From the preceeding 
discussion, it is evident that the relationship between virus infection 
and increased cellular DNA synthesis is by no means clear. 
In addition to the increase in cellular DNA synthesis, infection 
of mouse cell cultures with polyoma virus effects an increase in the 
activity of several enzymes concerned with DNA synthesis. Sheinin 
(37) has shown that the activity of deoxythymidine kinase increases in 
cultures in which all of the cells are productively infected. Also, the 
infection of a high percentage of the cells in a culture has been shown 
to cause the increased activity of deoxythymidine kinase (38, 39), 
deoxycytidine-5'-monophosphate deaminase (38), DNA polymerase 
(38), deoxythymidylate synthetase (39), dihydrofolate reductase (40) 
and deoxythymidylate kinase (41). Further, the results of Hartwell, 
Vogt, and Dulbecco (42) indicate that it is an increase in the rate of 
synthesis of deoxycytidine -5'-monophosphate deaminase and thymidine 
kinase that is responsible for the increase in these enzyme activities. 
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Their experiments argue against the alternative that the increased 
enzyme activity in infected cells is due to the activation of pre-
existing enzymes. Except for the work of Sheinin (37), it is still 
unknown whether these increased enzyme activities occur in the pro--
ducti vely infected cells, the non-infected cells, or in all cells of the 
mouse cell cultures. Further, it is still unknown whether the induc -
tion of these enzyme activities is due to a derepression of host cell 
genes or is the result of the viral coded synthesis of new enzymes. 
Gershon and Sachs (43) have shown that there is an early 
synthesis of viral specific RNA required for polyoma development and 
that this RNA is required not only for viral DNA synthesis but also for 
viral antigen and completed virion synthesis. 
c. Electron microscopic observations 
The process )of infection has been studied by several investi-
gators ( 44-48) with electron microscope techniques. These studies 
indicate the following course of events: (a) Cell cultures inoculated 
with virus respond in two general ways depending on the nature of the 
inoculum. Either individual virus particles are pinocytosed by the 
cell and wrapped in a layer of cell membrane or groups of particles 
are phagocytosed and wrapped in a membranous covering. (b) A 
process of reverse phagocytosis occurs at the nuclear membrane. 
Synthesis of new virus occurs in the nucleus and can be identified at 
an appropriate time after infection. This new virus is very often 
associated with bundles of filamentous structures whose diameter is 
that of the virus particle. It has been suggested that these structures 
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are developmental forms of the virus. (c) Completed virus particles 
move gradually into the cytoplasm where they appear to attach to 
cellular membranes. (d) Lysis of the cell eventually occurs with the 
release of virus. These observations depend upon the appearance of 
viral particles or virus related structures in the observed cells. 
The results provide no information concerning the events of early 
synthesis. 
2. Cell transformation 
a. Characteristics 
In addition to a cytopathic effect polyoma virus is able to effect 
a transformation of mouse or hamster embryo cell cultures (49, 50, 51). 
This effect is, in a sense, the most interesting biological character-
istic of the virus for it may provide insight into the cancer problem. 
The frequency of transformation of primary embryonic cells 
with polyoma virus is usually less than 1 %, although this is somewhat 
higher with hamster cells. The transformed cells are distinguishable 
from normal cells and cloning permits the establishment of trans -
formed cell lines. These cell cultures have a morphology character-
ized by thick, multilayered cell sheets of an interwoven structure. 
These cells have lost the property of contact inhibition, one character-
istic of a transformed cell line . Such cultures do not release virus 
but are able to produce tumors if inoculated into their respective 
hosts. Assays have been devised to determine the transformation 
activity of polyoma virus (52, 53) or infectious polyoma DNA (54, 55). 
These assays score for the number of cell clones that form in an 
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agar-containing medium. Most transformed cells can grow in such 
an agar suspension, but normal cells cannot. 
b. Attempts to induce virus pr oduction in transformed cells 
The finding that polyoma virus is capable of transforming 
embryonic tissue cultures led to a search for viral influence within 
the transformed cells. If this influence were not present in such 
cells, then it could be argued that the presence of the virus during 
infection had caused a heritable change in the cell but the presence of 
the virus was thereafter not needed. In attempts to induce viral 
constituents in transformed cells, methods successful in the induction 
of prophage in lysogenic bacteria were tried. Habel and Silverberg 
(56) were unable to induce viral production from a transplantable 
hamster tumor line either by in vivo treatment with X-ray, cortisone, 
or starvation or by X-ray and ultra violet irradiation of tissue cultures 
made from the tumor. Vogt and Dulbecco (51), using a wider range 
of methods, were unable to induce any virus or infectious DNA in 
transformed mouse or hamster cell cultures . Their methods were 
sensitive enough to detect the presence of an average of 300 oncogenic 
but non-cytocidal particles per cell or one infectious DNA molecule 
per celLMarker rescue experiments were also unsuccessful. After 
these results, it became more apparent that if viral influence were 
present it must be in a highly integrated and non-inducible state. 
c. Transplantation antigen 
Even though virus production could not be induced in trans -
formed mouse cell cultures or in polyoma tumors, it soon became 
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obvious that viral influence was not altogether missing in these cells. 
Two investigators (57, 58) were able to show that polyoma tumor cells 
contain an antigen, distinct from the viral capsid antigen, which 
causes these cells to be rejected by mice immunized against polyoma 
virus. This is thought to occur as follows. If adult mice are infected 
with polyoma virus, an inapparent infection takes place. During this 
process, some normal cells are transformed to tumor cells contain -
ing the new tumor antigen. This antigen, however, is recognized by 
the immunologically competent adult mouse as foreign and is rejected. 
Thus, tumor development does not occur and the adult is sensitized 
to the tumor antigen. Attempts to transplant isologous polyoma 
tumors fail because of this sensitivity. 
d. Complement fixing antigen 
Habel (59) has presented evidence to show that one or more 
specific antigens are present in virus -free polyoma tumors, as 
demonstrated by their complement fixation reaction with serum from 
animals containing transplantable tumors. These do not seem to be 
related to the transplantation antigen and, of course, may not have 
any relation at all to the oncogenic properties of the cells containing 
them o However, the presence of both transplantation and complement 
fixing antigens in the transformed cells indicate that viral influence 
remains in the cell even though no infectious virus or DNA appears to 
be produced" 
e. Hybridization 
Nucleic acid hybridization experiments have suggested that at 
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least a part of the viral genome is incorporated into the genome of the 
transformed cell. Using the agar gel techQ.ique (60), Axelrod, Habel, 
and Bolton (61) found that a larger amount of polyoma viral DNA 
binds to the DNA extracted from polyoma induced mouse tumors than 
to the DNA extracted from normal mouse cells. A similar result 
was obtained with polyoma viral DNA and DNA extracted from polyoma 
induced hamster tumors. Their results also indicated there are 
regions of homology between polyoma viral DNA and normal mouse 
DNA. These latter experiments are not convincing in view of the 
results of Winocour (62 ). rhis investigator showed that only a small 
portion of the DNA extracted from polyoma virus is homologous with 
normal mouse synthetic RNA. 1'he homolog.ous DNA did not appear to 
have a viral origin. On the basis of these results, he proposed that 
a small amount of mouse cell DNA is encapsulated into virus particles 
during the maturation stage of developmen~. This encapsulated DNA 
is thought to be polyoma DNA III which will be described later. 
Winocour (63) was not able to demonstrate a difference between the 
degrees of hybridization obtained with polyoma induced tumor cell 
DNA and normal mouse cell DNA with RNA prepared in vitro with 
unfractionated polyoma DNA as a primer. With suitable reconstruc-
tion experiments, Winocour was able to estimate that if polyoma DNA 
is present in transformed tumor cells, then there is less than the 
equivalent of 20 copies of the genome. In an alternate kind of hybrid-
ization experiment, Winocour further showed that there is no differ-
ence between the hybridizations of polyoma DNA with polyoma tumor 
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cell synthetic RNA and normal mouse synthetic RNA (64). 
In another type of hybridization experiment, Benjamin (65) 
demonstrated that a small amount of rapidly-labeled RNA from virus -
free polyoma transformed cells is capable of hybridizing with polyoma 
DNA. No hybridization is observed between this RNA and SV40 DNA 
or between the rapidly-labeled RNA from normal or spontaneous 
malignant cells and viral DNA. Again, this seems to provide evidence 
for the presence of at least a part of the viral genome in the trans -
formed cell. However, the sensitivity of the technique was not 
adequate to determine the quantity of viral genome within the trans-
formed cell nor the true nature of the integration. 
Physical properties 
1. The virus particle 
The polyoma virus is a small spherical particle with a diameter 
of 35 to 45 mµ (48, 66). There is a disagreement among several 
authors as to the number of capsomeres in the viral capsid; the 
reported numbers are 42 (66, 67, 68), 72 (69), or 92 (70). The value 
of 72, reported by Klug (69), was arrived at after careful considera-
tion of both his electron micrographs and those of the other investi-
gators involved" The particles have a standard sedimentation 
coefficient of 242 ± 1 svedbergs (71). 
Preparations of the virus generally contain two types of 
particles, one type having a buoyant density in CsCl of 1. 339 gm/ml, 
the other having a density of 1. 297 gm/ml. The dense particle 
contains nucleic acid and is infective whereas the less dense one 
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contains no nucleic acid and is non-infective. From the difference in 
buoyant density of the two particles, the nucleic acid content of the 
dense particle is estimated to be 13. 4% (71, 72). 
2. The nucleic acid 
a. Basic composition 
Infectious nucleic acid was isolated from polyoma virus infected 
mouse embryo tissue cultures by DiMayorca, Eddy, Stewart, Hunter, 
Friend, and Bendich (24). They concluded that the nucleic acid was 
viral in origin because of its infectivity in mouse embryo tissue 
cultures and its sensitivity to DNAase. The DNA was extracted from 
purified viral preparations by Smith, Freeman, Vogt, and Dulbecco 
who showed that most of the DNA is made up of the four common 
bases (73). 
The double -stranded nature of the DNA was demonstrated by 
Crawford (7 4) on the basis of melting curves which appeared similar 
to those of known double-stranded DNAs. He calculated from the 
melting curves that the guanine-cytosine (G-C) content was 47%. His 
preparations may have contained closed circular DNA (75), which 
does not heat denature like linear, double -stranded DNA (7 6). The 
melting temperature therefore may not be valid. Using a form of 
polyoma DNA that strand separates under denaturing conditions, 
Vinograd and Lebowitz obtained a melting temperature of 89° C (76). 
This corresponds to a G-C content of 48%. On the basis of buoyant 
density in CsCl, Crawford (7 4) and Weil (77) obtained G-C contents of 
48 and 49%, respectively. However, the value of Weil is not thought 
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to be as reliable because the determination was made in the prepara-
tive ultracentrifuge and a wide, skewed band was obtained. Using 
dAT as a marker, this author (unpublished results) has obtained a 
value of 1. 7011 gm/ml as the buoyant density of polyoma DNA in CsCl. 
This corresponds to a G-C content of 47%. 
b. Nucleic acid molecular weight 
By means of electron microscopic counting methods, Crawford 
(72) originally determined that polyoma virus contained a DNA mole-
cule of molecular weight 7 x 106 daltons. Later, on the basis of the 
DNA band width in buoyant CsCl and sedimentation velocity experi-
ments, he revised this value. to 3. 4 x 10
6 
daltons (78). Weil and 
Vinograd (79) calculated the molecular weight of polyoma DNA from 
the length of the molecule as determined in electron micrographs and 
by the band width of the DNA band in buoyant alkaline Cs Cl. They 
obtained 3. 0 x 106 and 2. 4 x 106 daltons, respectively. With the help 
of Studier's equations (84), which relate molecular weight to sedimen-
tation coefficient in neutral or alkaline solution, it is possible to 
calculate the molecular weight of the linear form of poly om a duplex 
DNA or of a single linear strand of the DNA. Such calculations give 
2. 5 x 10
6 
and 1. 6 x 10
6 
daltons, respectively. These values are 
calculated using an s;0 w of 14. 58 at neutral pH for the duplex DNA 
' 
and 15. 78 for the single linear strands at high pH. 
c. An unusual structure 
Weil (77, 80) observed that DNA extracted from polyoma virus 
had several properties which were not observed with other double -
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stranded DNAs. For instance, the DNA renatured extremely rapidly 
and heating at 100° C .for 10 to 20 min followed by rapid cooling did not 
reduce the infective titer. An explanation of these results was given 
by Weil and Vinograd (79) and Dulbecco and Vogt (81), whose results 
revealed that preparations of polyoma DNA contained three sedimen-
ting species, designated PY I, II, and III and having sedimentation 
coefficients, s;0 W' of 20. 3S (20S), 15. SS (16S), and 14. 4S (14S), 
' 
respectively. 
PY I was shown to be a circular molecule based on evidence 
from several types of experiments. First of all, the very rapid 
renaturation after heating to l00°C supported the idea that the two 
strands of the molecule were not separable. Secondly, the buoyant 
density of PY I in CsCl at pH 12. 4, 1. 778 gm/ml, indicated the 
molecular structure was not that of single -stranded DNA, for previous 
work (82) had shown that the buoyant density of the denatured single 
strands would be approximately 1. 760 gm/ml. In addition, the band 
width of the molecule in pH 12. 4 buoyant Cs Cl indicated the structure 
had twice the molecular weight of the denaturation products of PY II. 
Thirdly, the sedimentation velocity of PY I was increased from 20S to 
538 upon increasing the pH to 12. 5. These arguments, all based upon 
the resistance of the molecule to denaturing conditions, supported the 
hypothesis that PY I was a circular structure which became a compact 
denatured form at high pH. The inter-strand hydrogen bonding was 
destroyed but the strands were non-separable under such conditions. 
Finally, the electron micrographs prepared by Stoeckenius (7 9) clearly 
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showed the presence of circular DNA in Weil and Vinograd' s 
preparations. 
PY II, which usually comprised 0 to 20% of the preparations, 
was thought to be the linear form of PY I for several reasons. First, 
the buoyant density of II in neutral CsCl was the same as I. Upon 
thermal or alkaline denaturation, the buoyant density increase of II in 
neutral or alkaline CsCl, respectively, was the same as for known 
linear DNAs. Secondly, the lower sedimentation coefficient of PY II 
as compared to PY I became reasonable if PY II were a linear mole -
cule, since a circular molecule of the same molecular weight would 
be expected to have a smaller frictional coefficient. Also, linear 
molecules were seen in electron micrographs. Finally, it was known 
that the action of pancreatic DNAase or exposure to concentrated 
CsCl was able to convert PY I to PY II. Dulbecco and Vogt believed 
the conversion using pancreatic DNAase was due to a double strand 
scission induced by the combination of an enzymatic single strand 
scission and the resulting ring strain. 
PY III, which appeared in the viral DNA preparations in small 
variable quantities, was thought to be a contaminating DNA, presuma-
bly of mouse origin. PY III, in contrast to I and II, was found to be 
non-infective in a plaque assay on mouse embryo cell cultures (81). 
PY I and II are able to transform hamster embryo cells in the trans -
formation assay (54), but III is inactive. 
d. The twisted circular structure 
Structural studies on polyoma viral DNA were continued with an 
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investigation of the conversion of PY I to PY II. A close study of the 
conversion product(s) by means of the analytical ultracentrifuge and 
the electron microscope resulted in a modification of the ideas 
concerning the structure of PY I and PY II. Vinograd, Lebowitz, 
Radloff, Watson, and Laipis (75) obtained results which proved (a) 
that PY II is a ring-shaped duplex molecule, (b) that it may be 
generated by introducing one single strand scission in PY I by the 
action of pancreatic DNAase or chemical reducing agents, (c) that it 
has a sedimentation coefficient which is insensitive to several single 
strand scissions, and (d) that PY II made by pancreatic DNAase 
treatment is infective when not excessively hit. 
These findings, however, raised a new question. If both PY I 
and PY II a:::-e circular, why does the viral DNA, an intact duplex ring, 
sediment 25% faster than PY II, a circular molecule containing one or 
more single strand scissions? This question led to the proposal of 
a twisted circular structure for PY I. According to this proposal, 
PY I contains superhelices which are locked into the molecule by 
chemical forces. Two types of experiments suggested this structure. 
(a) A study of the sedimentation velocity of the components of 
polyoma DNA as a function of pH revealed an interesting pH -melting 
curve for PY I. The sedimentation velocity of both I and II remained 
constant between pH 8. 0 and approximately 11. 5. At this pH, in 
accord with the results of Studier (84) and Freifelder and Davis on (8 5) 
denaturation begins with a concommitant increase in the sedimen -
tation coefficient. At a pH of approximately 11. 8, strand separation 
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occurs and two components appear having lower sedimentation coeffi-
cients corresponding to the separated linear and circular single 
strands. The behavior of PY I, however, did not follow this pattern. 
At pH 11. 5, the sedimentation coefficient first dropped and became 
the same as that of PY II from pH 11. 6 to 11. 8. As the pH was further 
increased, the sedimentation coefficient also increased with the for-
mation of the double -stranded cyclic coil. The dip in the curve was 
initially quite unexplainable. However, if PY I contains right-handed 
twists in an interwound superhelical structure*, such behavior is not 
only plausible, but required. In the early stages of denaturation, 
some of the right-handed duplex turns unwind. So as to conserve the 
total winding number of the molecule, an equivalent number of right-
handed superhelical turns must unwind, producing a molecule which 
should have, at some stage, a hydrodynamic structure equivalent to 
that of PY IL As the denaturation of the molecule continues, a left-
handed twisting of the entire molecule should occur with the eventual 
formation of the double-stranded cyclic coil. It is required that this 
behavior be found under all denaturing conditions. That this may be 
true is seen from the results of Crawford and Black (86) who heated 
polyoma and SV40 in formaldehyde to various temperatures and 
obtained similar results. 
* This is the structure normally visualized in electron 
micrographs. It is equivalent to the toroidal model which contains 
left-handed, non-interwound, superhelical turns. The reversal of 
handedness is the result of a 90° rotation of the viewing axis. 
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(b) The twisted circular structure provides a satisfactory 
explanation for the configurational change that occurs when one single 
strand scission is introduced into PY I. Such a scission allows 
rotation to occur about the phosphodiester bond in the complementary 
strand opposite the break, thus relieving the topological restraint in 
the molecule which is responsible for the configurational character-
istics of PY I. 
Several of the stability characteristics of closed circular DNA 
are discussed in detail by Vinograd and Lebowitz and will not be 
discussed further here (76). 
Part I of the thesis explains in detail_ work done by the author in 
the determination of the structure of PY II. A number of investigators 
collaborated on this work, so it will be necessary to integrate all of 
the results into a complete picture. 
Part II of the thesis deals with an investigation of the renatura-
tion properties of single -stranded polyoma DNA derived from polyoma 
II DNA containing one single strand scission. 
Part III presents the results of a investigation of the possibility 
that polyoma DNA might contain a linker, that is some non-nucleotide 
structure linking its two ends together. The results indicate that 
polyoma DNA does not contain any non -nucleotide material within its 
structure. 
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Closed Circular DNA 
Covalently c losed circular DNA has now been found in a lar ge 
number of living organisms. These include the DNAs from the tumor 
viruses: polyoma (79, 81), SV40 (86), rabbit (87) and human papilloma 
(88); bacteriophage intracellular DNAs: the intracellular forms of 
¢X174 (89, 90), M13 (91), X (92, 93) and P22 (94); the colicinogenic 
factor Ev a bacterial plasmid (95); and the mitochondrial DNAs from 
unfertilized sea urchin eggs (96), beef heart (97), sheep heart (98), 
mouse liver (97), human leukocyte (99), and HELa cells (100). 
These DNAs have the same properties as polyoma DNA with 
respect to stability at high pH and temperature and reactions with 
chemical reducing agents and pancreatic DNAase (75, 76). Thus, 
there are several basic questions that need answering. (a) Why do 
these DNAs exist as twisted circular structures? Is the twisted cir-
cular structure present in the cell or virus or is it the result of the 
extraction procedure which requires a transition from a cellular or 
viral environment to some artificial environment? (b) What is the 
mode of replication of such molecules? (c) Since closed circular 
5 
molecules with molecular weights from approximately 4 x 10 to 
6 
40X 10 daltons have been found, may it be said that all of these 
molecular sizes contain the same number of super helical turns? 
The use of the dye ethidium br omide has allowed more detailed 
work to be initiated on the structure of closed circular DNAs. The 
binding of this inter calative dye has been shown to cause a partial 
unwinding of the duplex str ucture in such molecules (101-103). 
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This has the same effect on the configuration of the molecule as de-
naturation by heat or high pH. That is, as the unwinding of the duplex 
structure proceeds, the necessity for conserving the number of turns 
in the molecule forces the unwinding of right-handed interwound 
superhelical turns. At a critical pH, temperature or dye concentration, 
the hydrodynamic configuration of closed circular DNA should be the 
same as nicked circular DNA. By calculating the amount of dye 
bound at the equivalence point , _ Crawford (101) was able to determine that 
polyoma I DNA contains about 12 super helical turns and Bauer and 
Vinograd (102) were able to determine that SV40 DNA contains 
17. 0 ± 3. 5 turns. 
The number of superhelical turns can also be estimated by the 
behavior of closed circular and nicked circular DNA in buoyant 
density gradients containing dye. Since closed circular SV40 DNA 
displays a greater affinity for dye than does the nicked form at low 
dye concentrations and a lower affinity at higher concentrations of 
dye, it was possible to find the number of superhelical turns knowing 
the buoyant density and the relations between the amount of dye bound 
and the buoyant density of the DNA-dye complex at the crossover point. 
This was found by Bauer and Vinograd (102) to be 14. 2 ± 0. 9 super-
helical turns. 
The binding of dye by closed circular DNA at high dye concen-
trations (100 µ.g/ml) is only approximately half that of nicked circular 
DNA. This fact provided the basis for the development of a method 
(100) for the isolation and detection of closed circular DNA in dye-
buoyant density gradients in the preparative ultracentrifuge. In the 
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first application of the method, it was shown that various sizes of 
closed circular DNAs are present in HeLa cells. The details of the 
method are presented in Part IV of the thesis. 
Several fundamental questions concerning the origin of the 
super helices in closed circular DNA were raised earlier. At the 
present time, only speculative answers are possible. For instance, 
it might be hypothesized that the twisted circular structure assumes 
such a configuration only after extraction from a viral or cellular 
environment. In the cell, the viral DNA might have an average pitch 
which is slightly larger than that in the isolated DNA. Upon isolation 
a decrease in the pitch would cause the formation of superhelical 
turns. Alternatively, the closed DNA might be formed around a core 
or organizer and be superhelical in the cell. Upon isolation of the 
DNA, separation of the core from the DNA leaves the molecule in its 
previous superhelical state. Answers such as these are being 
actively investigated by a number of research groups. 
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PART I 
THE STRUCTURE OF POLYOMA II DNA 
31 
INTRODUCTION 
The conversion of polyoma I DNA to polyoma II was originally 
thought to represent a conversion from a circular to a linear mol-
ecule. From the results of Weil and Vinograd (1) and Vogt and 
Dulbecco (2) it was known that such a conversion could. be effected by 
incubation of PY I DNA in concentrated CsCl or by reaction with 
pancreatic DNAase. Structural studies on PY I and II began with an 
investigation of these reactions. It was soon found that the conver-
sions also occurred in the presence of mild reducing agents. These 
reagents were suggested by the observation that rigorous exclusion 
of impurities from the phenol, used in the isolation of the DNA, 
diminished the amount of PY II in the final DNA preparation. 
An examination by electron microscopy of the products of a 
PY I to PY II conversion revealed that PY-II is not linear but circular. 
Digestion of the denaturation products of PY II with exonuclease I 
and inf ectivity studies indicated (a) that PY II is a ring-shaped duplex 
molecule, (b) that it is generated by introducing one single strand 
scission in PY I by the action of pancreatic DNAase or chemical 
reducing agents, (c) that it has a sedimentation coefficient which is 
insensitive to several single strand scissions and (d) that PY II is 
infective when not excessively hit. The discussion of the implica-
tions of this structure are contained within the General Introduction. 
A copy of the publication resulting from the work is found at the 
end of the Results section of this part of the thesis. The detailed 
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results and discussion will be limited to those aspects of the subject 
with which the author was directly concerned, since several investiga-
tors collaborated in this work. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Materials 
1) Medium 
For all tissue culture work, reinforced Eagle's medium (REM) 
was used (4). This is Basal Eagle's containing four times the normal 
amount of vitamins and amino acids. In addition, 50 units/ml of 
potassium penicillin G, 1 mg/ml of streptomycin sulfate, and 
-4 
2X 10 mg/ml of n-butyl-p-hydroxybenzoate were added as antibiotics. 
The REM was supplemented with 4 to 20% calf or horse serum and 
was used as a liquid medium or as a constituent of the agar overlay 
of cell monolayers. 
2) Buffers 
-4 
TD consists of 0. 137 M NaCl, 7X10 M NaH2P04 , 0. 005 M KCl 
and 0. 025 M Sigma 7-9, pH 7. 4. In addition, 50 units/ml of 
potassium penicillin G and 1 mg/ml of streptomycin sulfate are added. 
-4 
Tris-buffered saline (TBS) is TD buffer plus 4. 9X 10 M MgC12 
,. 4 
a nd 9. ox 10 M CaC12 • 
Ethylenediamine tetraacetate (disodium salt) will be referred 
to as EDTA. It was always used after titration to pH 8. 0 with KOH. 
SSC/10 containing 0. 01 M tris, the standard DNA and virus 
buffer, contains 0. 015 M NaCl, 0. 0015 M Na3 C6H50 7 , and 0. 01 M tris, 
pH 8. 0. Tris was prepared by titrating Trizma Base (Sigma 
Chemical Co.) to pH 8. 0 with HCl. 
3) Enzymes 
Receptor destroying enzyme (RDE), an enzyme which destroys 
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the affinity of receptor sites on the surface of erythrocytes and host 
cells for polyoma virus (5), was obtained as a lyophilized powder from 
Behringwerke A. G. The powder, supplied in serum bottles, was 
dissolved in 2. 5 ml of TBS. 
Pronase (B grade) was obtained from Calbiochem and was 
dissolved in SSC/10, 0. 01 M tris, pH 8. 0 immediately before use. 
Chymotrypsin (crystallized, salt free) was obtained from 
Worthington Biochemical Corp. and was dissolved in SSC/10 and 
0. 01 M tris. 
Pancreatic DNAase, 1 x crystallized, was obtained from 
Worthington Biochemicals Corp. Samples were made up at 
-4 
7. 2x10 µg/ml in 0. 125 M NaCl, 0. 01 M tris, 0. 02 M MgC12 and 
0. 01% BSA and were frozen at -20° C. 
Trypsin 1-300 was obtained from Nutritional Biochemical Co. 
Soybean trypsin inhibitor ( 2 x crystallized and lyophilized) was 
obtained from Worthington Biochemical Corp. 
BSA, 30t;b bovine serum albumin, was obtained in a sterile form 
from Armour Pharmaceutical Co. 
E. coli phosphodiesterase (exonuclease I) (3) was a gift from 
Professor I. R. Lehman. The original sample was 2000 units/ml 
but this was diluted to 250 units/ml by adding 75 µl of enzyme sol~tion 
to 0. 52 5 ml of 0. 067 M glycine buff er, 0. 3% BSA, pH 10. 2. 
4) Chemicals 
Optical grade CsCl (Lots # 16-17) was obtained from Harshaw 
Chemical Co. Analar sucrose was purchased from The British 




The polyoma virus was obtained from Professor R. Dulbecco, 
who originally obtained it from Dr. W. Rowe of the National Institutes 
of Health. The virus is the large plaque type. The properties of 
this strain have been described by Vogt and Dulbecco (6). 
Methods 
1) Mouse embryo secondary cultures 
Primary cultures were made by removing embryos from 12 to 
13 day pregnant, random bred Swiss mice, trypsinizing and dis-
persing the cells inREM containing 10% calf serum according to the 
method of Dulbecco and Freeman (7 ). Secondary cultures were made 
after confluent monolayers had formed, usually within 2 to 4 days. 
Such cultures became confluent in 1 to 3 days and were used for the 
assay of infectious DNA. These cultures were grown in 6. 0 cm petri 
dishes. 
2) Virus growth 
The virus was grown according to the methods of Winocour (8 ). 
Uninfected mouse kidney monolayers were fluid changed with REM 
containing 10% horse serum 48 hours after they were madeo After 
another 12 hours, the fluid was removed from the monolayers and 
7 8 
Oo 6 ml of a virus supension containing 5 X 10 to 5 x 10 plaque 
forming units (pfu)/ml were added. After 1 3/ 4 hours the monolayers 
were covered with REM containing 10% horse serum. Tritiated 
3 
thymidine labeled virus was prepared by adding 20 to 30 µ.c of H 
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thymidine to each 10 cm petri dish at this time. After approximately 
5 days, CPE (cytopathic effect) occurred and both the supernatant and 
remaining cell debris were collected from the plates. The cell debris 
was removed by low-speed centrifugation and sonicated for 2 to 4 min 
using the number 6 power setting on a Branson 125 S Sonifier. The 
large probe was not placed within the tube containing the cells but, 
instead, was held very near and outside the tube, both tube and 
probe being in a water reservoir. Both lysates and cellular debris 
were stored at -20° C. 
3) Virus purification 
A combination of two methods (8~ 9) with various modifications 
was used for purifying the virus. Both cellular debris and lysates 
were used as starting material. (a) Concentration of virus present 
in crude lysates was accomplished by centrifugation in the Spinco 
30 rotor for 2 hours at 27 K rpm and l0°C. The pellet was resus-
pended in a low salt buffer (SSC/10, 0. 01 M tris or TD) and incubated 
with 0. 025% trypsin for 30 min at 37 ° C. At this time, the preparation 
was sonicated for two 1-min periods by placing the microprobe in the 
sample (# 6 power level, 4 ° C). Sodium deoxycholate (9) was added 
to 0. 5%. After another 20 min incubation period at 37 ° C, soybean 
trypsin inhibitor was added to 0. 025%. Following a low speed spin 
(6 K rpm for 15. min in the Spinco 30 rotor L the virus was again 
pelleted and resuspended by sonication. As a further purification 
step, the virus preparation was banded in CsCl (p = 1. 33 gm/ml) 
in the Spinco SW 25. 1 rotor for 48 hours at 23 K rpm. The band 
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(or bands) was removed and dialyzed against 3 or 4 8-hour changes of 
SSC/10, 0. 01 M tris. If more than one band (in addition to the empty 
shell band) was found, they were used separately. Often, the trypsin 
and sonication steps were not used. An alternative method of concen-
trating the virus in crude lysates was by means of precipitation with 
absolute methanol (33% final volume) at -20° C. The methanol precip-
itate was then treated with 0. 025% trypsin and the extraction proceeded 
as before. (b) If the virus was to be isolated from cellular debris, the 
debris was first incubated with RDE (0. 5 ml/10 ml of sample) for 24 hours 
at 37° C. At the end of this time, the extraction proceeded as in (a) after 
the addition of trypsin. Because of the large amount of cellular debris 
present in this type of extraction, additional purification before banding 
in CsCl was necessary, either by means of differential centrifugation or 
a KBr gradient. In the latter case, 22 ml of preparation were layered 
over 8 ml of saturated KBr in 0. 01 M EDTA and O. 01 M tris. After 
centrifuging for 3 hours at 23 K rpm in the Spinco SW 25. 1 rotor, the 
virus bands separated from the cellular debris. These bands were 
collected after piercing the bottom of the tube, dialyzed against low salt 
buffer and rebanded in 1. 33 gm/ml CsCl as before. 
4) DNA extraction and purification 
The DNA extraction procedure was ,essentially that of Weil (10). 
Appropriate salt' solutions were added to the virus preparation (in 
SSC/10, O. 01 M tris, pH 8. 0) so that the sample contained O. 27 M NaCl, 
0. 027 M Na3 C6 H50 7 , 0. 01 M tris, and 0. 01 M EDTA, pH 8. 0. An equal 
volume of a solution consisting of 67% (V /V) redistilled phenol in 
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0. 038 M tris and 0. 17 M potassium trichloroacetate, pH 8. 0 to 8. 5, 
was added at room temperature. The mixture was shaken for a total 
of 15 min,alternately using a Vortex mixer and manual mixing. The 
emulsion was broken in the Sorvall SS-34 rotor at 7K for 10 min. 
The aqueous layer was extracted again with an equal volume of 80% 
phenol in 0. 046 M tris. The phenol and protein layer from the first 
phenol extraction was re-extracted using an equal volume of SSC. The 
resulting aqueous layer was used to re-extract the phenol layer of the 
second phenol extraction. Both this material and the aqueous layer of the 
second phenol extraction were dialyzed at 4 ° C against seven 8-hour 
changes of SSC/10, 0. 01 M tris, each change about 200 times the 
sample volume. The DNA samples were frozen at -20° C or -70° C. 
The specific activity of most labeled preparations was 10,000 to 
2 0,000 cpm/ µg. 
5) Purification of the components of polyoma DNA 
The components of polyoma DNA were separated by sedimenta-
tion velocity in a 5 to 20% linear sucrose gradient containing SSC/10 
and 0. 01 M tris, pH 8. O. In some experiments, the gradients also 
-3 
contained 10 M EDTA. The gradients were centrifuged for 17 to 18 
hours in the Spinco SW 25. 1 rotor at 23 K rpm and 20° C. The 
centrifugation time was 9 hours at 30 K rpm and 4 ° C with the 
Spinco SW 39 rotor. The DNA was detected by absorbance at 260 mµ 
or by scintillation counting of fractions collected after puncturing the 
tube. The sucrose was removed by dialysis. 
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6) Analytical sucrose gradients 
Samples which were to be analyzed for total counts and infectivity 
were centrifuged through 3 to 20% linear sucrose gradients containing 
SSC and O. 05 M tris, pH 8. 0. The centrifugation was continued for 9 
hours at 30 K rpm and 5 to 10° C. A Buchler (11) tube piercing device 
was used in the drop collection procedure. Drops were collected in 
an alternating sequence of 3 drops into 0. 2 to O. 6 ml of 0. 55 M NaCl 
and 0. 05 M tris, pH 8. 0, and 1 drop into 10 ml of Bray's solution (12). 
7) DNA inf ectivity assay 
These assays were done according to the method described by 
Weil (10). Secondary mouse embryo monolayers were used just 
after they had become confluent. The media was aspirated from the 
6. 0 cm plates and the monolayers were washed gently with 2. 5 ml 
of 0. 37 M NaCl, 0. 05 M tris, pH 8. 0, 29°C. After removing this 
buffer by aspiration, the monolayers were washed with 0. 55 M NaCl, 
0. 05 M tris, pH 8. 0, 29 ° C. Again, the wash was removed. The 
monolayers were now seeded with 0. 1 ml of the DNA sample in 0. 55 M 
NaCl and 0. 05 M tris, pH 8. 0. After incubating the plates by floating 
them in a 20° C water bath for 18 min, 4 ml of REM containing 20% 
calf serum were placed on each plate. After incubation at 37 ° C for 
approximately 10 hours, additional fresh mouse embryo cells were 
placed on the plates if the monolayers showed extensive damage due 
to the harsh ionic conditions. After the monolayers again became 
confluent, the media was removed from the plates and the monolayers 
were overlaid with 8 ml of agar containing REM and 4% horse serum. 
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After 7 to 10 days, 4 ml of 0. 01% neutral red in agar containing REM 
and 4% calf serum were added. The following day, the number of 
plaques were counted. All 37 ° C incubations of infected and non-
infected monolayers were done in well-humidified incubators having 
a C02 atmosphere appropriate for maintaining the pH of the cultures 
between 7. 0 and 7. 4. 
8) Enzyme assays 
a) Pronase and chymotrypsin 
The relative activities of these enzymes were determined by 
measuring the acid soluble absorbance at 260 mµ produced by the 
action of the given enzyme in a solution of vitamin test casein after 
20 min and 37 ° C. 
b) Exonuclease I (3) 
The activity of this enzyme was determined by measuring the 
acid insoluble absorbance at 260 mµ aiter incubating the enzyme 
with denatured and undenatured calf thymus DNA. The pH of the 
incubation sample was 10 to 10. 2 and the reaction time was 30 
min or 1 hour. It was found that the enzyme had almost no effect 
on the undenatured DNA. 
9) Pancreatic DNAase and E.coli phosphodiesterase (exonuclease I) 
digestion 
The conditions for the two sequential enzymatic reactions were 
essentially the same as described by Fiers and Sinsheimer (13). The · 
initial reaction mixture contained 106 µg/ml pure PY I in O. 045 M 
NaCl, 0. 0075 M MgC12 , O. 01 M tris pH 8. 0, 40 µg/ml BSA and 
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2. 7 x 10 µg/ml of pancreatic DNAase. This was reacted for 20 min 
at 20° C. The reaction was stopped by the addition of 1/15 volume of 1 M 
glycine buffer, pH 9. 8. The mixture was heated for 5 min at 100° C 
and cooled rapidly. One unit of exonuclease I was added for each 
µg of DNA present. The reaction mixture contained 70 µg/ml of DNA 
in 0. 03 M NaCl, 0. 005 M MgC12 , 0. 007 M tris, 0. 067 M glycine buffer, 
O. 90 mg/ml BSA and 71 units/ml E.coli phosphodiesterase, pH = 9. 8. 
One-tenth volume of 0. 1 M EDTA was added after 90 min at 37 ° C. 
,10) Ultracentrifugation 
a) Sedimentation velocity analyses were performed in a Spinco 
model E ultracentrifuge by band centrifugation (14, 15). Some experi-
ments were done using the photoelectric scanning device. Films were 
traced with a Joyce-Loebl Mark III microdensitometer. Uncorrected 
sedimentation coefficients were calculated from the slope of the line 
formed by plotting the logarithm of the distance of the band maxima 
Na from the center of rotation versus time. s .20 w values were found ") 
by applying the corrections of Bruner and Vinograd (16). Buoyant 
density experiments were performed using the methods of Hearst 
and Vinograd (25). Band widths were determined from the slope of 
the straight line obtained when distance through a band was plotted 
versus fractional band height on Gaµssian paper. 
11) Radioactive counting procedures 
As mentioned before, the radioactivity distribution in a 
gradient was determined by collecting drops directly into 10 ml of 
Bray' ·s solution. Packard scintillation counters were used in all 
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experiments and the settings were determined to maximize the 
tritium counting efficiency. 
12) Calculations 
Formulas for the Poisson distribution are presented in Part III. 
13) Dialysis 
Dialysis tubing was prepared for use by boiling in 0. 01 M EDTA 




Weil and Vinograd observed a slow conversion of PY I to PY II 
during incubation in 1. 72 gm/ml CsCl (1). At the time, these obser-
vations were thought to represent a conversion of a circular molecule 
to a linear molecule. It was decided to investigate this reaction in 
greater detail with the object of obtaining a deeper insight into the 
structure of PY I and II. 
In the first experiments, the results of Weil and Vinograd (1) 
were corroborated. Solid CsCl was added to PY I DNA to a solution 
density of 1. 72 gm/ml. Samples were removed, diluted and analyzed 
by band velocity sedimentation (14, 15, 16) in neutral 3M CsCl after 
incubation times of 12, 24, 36 and 48 hours at room temperature. 
The results, as seen in Figure 1, indicate a slow conversion of PY I 
to PY II with a 50% conversion occurring in 40 to 44 hours. In addi-
tion, the conversion appears to proceed directly from one discrete 
component to another. No material sedimenting slower than PY II 
was present except for a constant amount of PY ill., Since the conver -
sion was thought to be caused by a double strand scission, thereby 
producing a linear molecule from a circular one, it was felt that such 
a conversion was not the result of a random attack which would have 
yielded a Gaussian distribution of products . After · a 48 hour incuba-
tion) when the ratio of PY II to PY I is 1. 3 to 1. 5, 23 to 2 5% of the 
DNA present should have sedimented more slowly than PY II. This 
observation does not take into account the presence of PY III in the 
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Figure 1. Analytical band sedimentation velocity patterns of 
polyoma DNA incubated in CsCl, p = 1. 72 gm/ml and pH 8. 0. The 
densitometer tracings represent the distribution of the components of 
polyoma DNA in samples incubated for 12, 36, or 48 hours in the 
presence of concentrated CsCl at room temperature. Approximately 
1 µg of DNA was used for each band velocity experiment. The tracings 
represent the distribution of DNA in each analysis approximately 100 min 
after sedimentation began. The field is directed toward the right. The 
sedimentation solvent for the analytical centrifugation experiments was 
Cs Cl, p = 1. 35 gm/ml at pH 8. Oe The conditions in the analytical 
ultracentrifuge were 44_, 770 rpm, 20° C. 
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preparation. Thus, it was thought that the conversion of PY I to PY II 
was the result of breakage at one labile region in the molecule and that 
this region might be the only place where such breakage could occur. 
This result seemed to be supported by the following experiment. 
Using the Spinco model E ultracentrifuge, PY I DNA was banded in 
CsCl for a total time of 120 hours. The band width was measured at 
intervals throughout this period and was found to be constant with a 
standard deviation of ± 1. 5%. From the previous results, it could be 
predicted that if the incubation in CsCl were causing random double 
strand scissions, then after 120 hours, approximately 20% of the DNA 
originally present would have remained at the original molecular 
weight. The calculation shows that each molecule received, on the 
average, 3 hits. The remaining 80% would have been expected to 
increase the band width because of its smaller average molecular 
weight. The result supported the hypothesis that the conversion of 
PY I to PY II in 1. 72 gm/ml CsCl, if indeed it were a conversion of a 
circular to a linear molecule, was due to a non-random breakage at 
a unique, labile region on the molecule. 
Degradation of DNA in high molarity CsCl is not a process that 
has been noted before. For this reason it was felt that the particular 
sample of CsCl used was contaminated by some impurity. An analysis 
by the Geology Department of the California Institute of Technology 
revealed no elements which would form salts that obviously caused the 
degradation. Table 1 presents the spectrographic analysis. 
When this series of experiments was again repeated, no 
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Table 1. Spectrographic Analysis 
Element or Amount Detected in ppm (a) Sensitivity 






























Ca 1-1000 1-1000 2000 1 
Sr 1 
Ba 1 
Li <20 <20 <20 20 
~o 10 <10 10 10 
Rb 2100 4300 40 
Na 70 100 90 40 
Fe Approx. 50 
(a) Parts per million (ppm) is on a mass basis. A double 
dash means nothing was found within the sensitivity of the test. 
(b) Harshaw 1(Lots#16-17) was the CsCl sample used as 
described in the text. · 
(c) Harshaw 2 was a sample of CsCl obtained in October 1962. 
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conversion occurred. This result indicates that it was some as yet 
unknown impurity in the original CsCl which caused the breakage. 
Proteolytic enzymes 
The suggestion that there might be some unique region in 
polyoma DNA susceptible to the action of certain reagents prompted 
the use of two proteolytic enzymes in an attempt to hydrolyze such a 
structure. Pronase, an enzyme with little specificity (17), and 
chymotrypsin, an enzyme which has a preferential specificity towards 
peptide linkages involving the carboxyl group of aromatic amino 
acids (18), were incubated with DNA in reaction systems previously 
tested with vitamin test casein. The results showed that neither 
chymotrypsin nor pronase was able to cause a transition of PY I to 
PY II. This indicated that the unique region, if it did exist, was 
either not a protein or was a protein in such a configuration that the 
enzymes could not attack it. 
Reducing agents 
Following attempts to produce PY II by the use of incubation in 
concentrated CsCl or proteolytic enzymes, it was found that treat-
ment with mild reducing agents would efficiently effect this conversion. 
As stated in the Introduction to this part, this idea was suggested 
by the observation that impure phenol (containing hydroquinone) was 
able to cause a marked increased in the amount of PY II present in 
viral DNA preparations. Several reducing agents were studied in this 
laboratory, but only two will be discussed in detail here - -
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2-mercaptoethanol and FeC12 • 
A one hour incubation of PY I DNA with 0. 007 M 2-mercapto-
ethanol (2-ME) at pH 8. 0 caused a 12% conversion of PY I to II. 
However, if this reaction took place at pH 3. 9 (established with 0. 2 M 
acetic acid), a 67% conversion of PY I to PY II occurred. The conver-
sion due to the low pH alone was 21 %. As in the case of the Cs Cl 
conversion of PY I to PY II, these results appeared to indicate that 
the conversion reaction was producing a linear molecule from a 
circular molecule by means of a specific double strand scission. 
The reducing agent FeC12 is also able to promote a conversion 
of PY I to PY II. Figure 2 shows the total H
3 
count distributions and DNA 
infectivity distributions of FeC~ treated and untreated DNA sedimented 
through 3 to 20% sucrose velocity gradients. The FeC12 treated DNA 
sample had been incubated in 10-3 M FeC12 at pH 8. 0 and room temper-
ature for 1/2 hour previous to layering the samples on the surface of 
the gradients. PY I (208), PY II (168) and PY III (148) are present in 
these gradients. PY I separated well from PY II, but the separation 
of II and III was incomplete. In this experiment, only a small amount 
of conversion occurred. 
When polyoma DNA was incubated with 5 x 10 -3 M FeC12 for a 
period of 14 hours previous to the start of the sucrose velocity run, 
it was found that all of the PY I present was converted to PY II. 
Figure 3c and Figure 4c illustrate these conversions as compared to 
the controls in Figure 3a and Figure 4a. The absorption at the 
meniscus in Figure 3c is due to the oxidized FeC12 • DNA infectivity 




Velocity sedimentation profiles of H -labeled polyoma DNA 
in 3 to 20% sucrose gradients. The field is directed toward the left. 
3 
(a) H count distribution of untreated polyoma DNA. (b) Samples were 
removed from the gradient in (a) and assayed for DNA infectivity as 
3 
described in the Materials and Methods section of Part I. (c) H count 
-3 
distribution of polyoma DNA incubated in 10 M FeC12 for 1/2 hour at 
room temperature, pH 8. 0. (d) Samples were removed from the gradient 
in (c) and assayed for DNA infectivity. The gradients were centrifuged 
for 9 hours at 30 K rpm and 5 to 10° C in a Spinco model L ultracentrifuge 






































































































































































































































































Figure 3. Analytical band sedimentation velocity patterns of 
polyoma DNA sedimented through CsCl, p = 1. 35 gm/ml. The densi-
tometer tracings represent the distribution of DNA in each gradient. 
The field is directed toward the right. (a) Untreated DNA sedimented in 
CsCl at pH 8. 0. The tracing shows the distribution 84 min after 
reaching speed. (b) Untreated DNA distribution at 77 min after 
reaching speed in a pH 12. 5 CsCl gradient. The 53 S component had 
pelleted on the bottom of the centerpiece by this time. (c) Polyoma DNA 
-3 
incubated in 5 x 10 M FeC12 , pH 8. 0, for 14 hours at room temperature. 
The centrifuge analysis was made at pH 8. 0. This tracing represents the 
distribution of DNA 84 min after reaching speed. The background ab-
sorbance near the meniscus is due to oxidized FeC12 • (d) Polyoma DNA 
incubated in FeC12 as in (c) but analyzed at pH 12. 5. The tracing shows 
the distribution 71 min after reaching speed. The conditions for 










Velocity sedimentation profiles of H -labeled polyoma DNA 
in 3 to 20% sucrose gradients. The field is directed toward the left. 
3 
(a) H count distribution of untreated polyoma DNA. (b) Samples w:ere 
removed from the gradient in (a) and assayed for DNA infectivity as 
3 
described in the Materials and Methods section of Part I. (c) H count 
-3 
distribution of polyoma DNA incubated in 5 x 10 M FeC12 for 14 hours 
at room temperature, pH 8. 0 (d) Samples were removed from the gradient 
in (c) and assayed for DNA infectivity. The gradients were centrifuged for 
9 hours at 30 K rpm and 5 to 10° Cina Spinco model L ultracentrifuge 












































































































































































































































































Figure 4a and Figure 4c. These are illustrated in Figure 4b and 
Figure 4d, respectively. The infectivity of the polyoma DNA produced 
as a result of extensive treatment with FeC12 is very low and is not 
proportional to the quantity of PY II present in the system. This 
result, coupled with the result that polyoma DNA extensively treated 
with FeC12 sedimented as a very heterogeneous population of short 
single strand molecules at pH 12. 5 (Figure 3d), began to reveal that 
PY II might not be a discrete molecular species. A small constant 
amount of PY III was present in these preparations and was resolved 
only in the analytical band sedimentation velocity gradients (Figure 3). 
PY II is circular 
That PY II is circular was also shown by Philip Laipis in this 
laboratory. He found that the preparations which had undergone a 
95% conversion of PY I to PY II contained exclusively circular mole-
cules as determined by electron microscopy. This result led to the 
conclusion that pancreatic DNAase and reducing agents acted by 
causing single strand scissions and not double strand scissions. 
Therefore, PY II, although it appears to be a discrete molecular 
species when examined by means of neutral sedimentation velocity 
methods, is actually a population of molecules, each of which contains 
one or more single strand scissions. * This result is compatible with 
. the previous experiments which demonstrated that the molecular 
*It can be calculated that the circular form of the molecule 
should be retained until, on the average, 50 single strand scissions 
have been introduced (19). 
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weight of the hit molecules did not appear to decrease (as long as they 
were not denatured) but the biological activity of such molecules did 
decrease. 
The proposition that pancreatic DNAase causes only single 
strand scissions in PY I, producing PY II, is supported by the follow-
ing experiment, a modification of one carried out by Fiers and 
S:insheimer (13). A preparation of nearly pure PY I DNA was lightly 
treated with pancreatic DNAase in order to produce a population of 
molecules containing on the average 0. 6 hits per molecule. The hit 
molecules, upon sedimentation in pH 12. 5 CsCl, should give rise 
mostly to single -stranded circular and single -stranded linear DNA. 
The results of Sinsheimer (20) indicated the single-stranded mole-
cules should have different sedimentation velocities and the faster 
component of the two, the ring form, should not be susceptible to the 
action of E. coli phosphodiesterase. An example of such a result is 
given in Figure 5. The two single-stranded components, having 
s2~,aw values of 18. 48± 0. 4 and 15. 78± 0. 3 for the alkaline Na DNA, 
are shown in Figure 5b in addition to the intact, double -stranded 
molecules sedimenting at 538. An aliquot of the product of the 
pancreatic DNAase digestion (40% conversion) was heat denatured and 
treated with E. coli phosphodiesterase. This enzyme attacks single-
str anded DNA with a free 3 '-OH group. It is seen that the amount of 
the 168 component was substantially diminished, while the 188 compo-
nent was resistant to the exonuclease, Figure 5c. Thus, PY II can 
contain a wholly intact circular strand. At this level of digestion, the 
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Figure 5. Band sedimentation velocity patterns of polyoma DNA in 
alkaline CsCl made with the photoelectric scanner on the Spinco model 
E ultracentrifuge. The left and right patterns are scans made approx-
imately 30 min and 90 min, respectively, after sedimentation began. 
The field is directed toward the right. The bulk solution was CsCl, 
p = 1. 35 gm/ml and pH = 12. 5, and the speed was 44, 000 rpm. The 
leading band in (a), (b), and (c) is the 53 S component. The resolved 
slow€r bands in (al), (bl), and(cl) are the 16 Sand 18 S components. 
(a, al) Control: P0lyoma DNA component I, isolated in a sucrose gradient 
experiment, was treated identically as in (b) and (c) except for the 
absence of enzymes and BSA. (b, bl) Pancreatic DNAase treated polyoma 
component I: The reaction conditions are given in the Materials and 
Methods for Part I . (c, cl) Effect of heat denaturation followed by E.coli 
phosphodiesterase digestion: The products of (b) were heated for 5 min 
at 100°C and cooled rapidly. Exonuclease I was added as described in 
the Materials and Methods section. 
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second strand in the molecule will contain only one or two breaks if 
the attack is statistical. Strand separation prior to adding the exo-
nuclease was accomplished by thermal rather than alkaline denatur-
ation. 
The results of others in this laboratory, included in the accom -
panying publication, supported these ideas. (a) The rate of conver-
sion of PY I to PY II was found to be the same as the rate of conver-
sion of the 53S component (intact, denatured, double -stranded cyclic 
molecules) to the slower moving single -stranded molecules in alkali. 
If more than one break were necessary to convert PY I to II, a faster 
rate of conversion would be seen in alkali. (b) The infectivity of a 
polyoma DNA sample does not begin to decrease until each molecule 
has received an average of 1 1/2 to 2 hits. The infectivity may 
actually increase after each molecule has received an average of 0 to 
1 hits (see Figure 3 of the enclosed publication). These results may 
be explained if the infectivity of PY II containing one circular strand 
is greater than the infecti vity of PY I. Single -stranded circular 
polyoma DNA is infective (2). The initial rise in the infectivity may 
be due to the production of the more infective PY II containing one 
single, circular strand. If a hit in the second circular strand 
inactivates the molecule, the observed decrease in the infectivity 
would occur. 
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THE TWISTED CIRCULAR FORM OF FOLYOilfA VIHAL DNA* 
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Conununfralecl U?J .\Tonnan Davidson, i\f arch 30, 1965 
The major part of th e DX.A from polyoma virus has been shown to consist of 
eireular base-paired duplex mol ceulcs wiLl10ut chain cncls. 1 - 3 The intertwined cir-
eular form aecounts for the case of rcnaturat.ion 4 of this D~A and the failure of 
the strands Lo separate in strand-separating solvents. 1 - 3 
In previous stuclics 1 - 3 a i11i11or component, II, observed in variable amounts in 
scdimen tation analyses of preparations of polyoma DNA at neutral pH, was re-
garded to be a linear form of the viral D~A. Both the major component I (20S) 
and II (lGS) were infective. 1• 5 In our further inves tigat ions of the minor com-
ponent the following resul ts, which arc reported below, have been obtained: (1) 
The minor component is a ring-shaped duplex molecule. (2) It is generated by 
introducing one single-chain scission in component I by the action of pancreatic 
DN'Aase or chemical-reducing agents. (3) The sedimentation coefficient of II is 
insensitive to several single-strand scissio11s. (4) The conversion products, when 
uot excessively attacked, are infective. 
The foregoing results raised a new problcrn . Why docs the viral D:NA, an i11lact 
duplex ring, sediment 20 per cent faster than a similar duplex ring eontaining 011c 
or more single-strand scissions? Experiments bearing on this problem, presented 
below, indic,ale the presence of a twisted circular struclurn in polyoma Dl\A I. A 
mechanism for the forn1ation of this locked-in twisted structure is proposed. 
,lfethods.-Isolation and purifical£on or the virus and extraction of the DNA: Two methods\ 7 
for purification of the virus were used. The DNA was isolated by Weil 's method 4 except that 
the phenol was freshly distilled under argon. 
Ullracentnjugation: Sedimentation analyses were performed in a Spinco model E ultracen t ri -
fuge by band centrifugation.8 Some of the resul ts \Vere recorded with the photoelectric scanning 
attachment. 9• 10 Sucrose density gradient experiments were performed at 4°, 30,000 rpm, and 0 hr. 
The 3% and 203 sucrose solutions contained SSC (0.15 M NaCl and 0.015 M Na citrate) and 
0.05 1 I Tris chloride pH 8.0. 
Enzymes: Pancreatic DNAase, 1 X crystallized, was obtained from Worthington Biochemieals 
Corp. E . coli endonuclease I, 1000 units/ml, 11 and E.coli phosphodiesterase, 2000 unit.s / ml, 12 
were gifts from Professor I. R. Lehman. BSA, 30% bovine albumin solution, sterile, was obtained 
from Armour Pharmaceutical Co. The endonuclease I, 0.12 units/µg DNA, converted GO % of 
I into linear molec1tles in 8 min at 20° in the incubation mixture described by Lehman .11 
Sedinienlal·ion i;elocily-pH titrat1:on: Fifteen µl, 40 µg/ml DNA in SSC/10, flowed from the 
sa,mple well of the type III1 3 band-forming centerpiece onto an alkaline CsCI bulk-solution. This 
sol1ttion was prepared by titrating 10 ml (Harshaw Chemical Co.) optical grade CsCl, p = 1.35, 
with 1 M I\:OH in CsCl, p = 1.35, at 20° under a rgon, and was trn,nsferred to the cell assembly 
under argon. Usually four samples in a pH series were analyzed simultaneow;ly. A B~ckmn.n re-
search model pH meter, a general purpose probe glass electrode, and a calomel reference e:ectrode 
modified with a ground glass j11nctioll 14 were used. 
Plaque assay: InfcctiviLy of pnlyoma DNA was measured as described by Weil. 4 
Electron microscopy: Specimens were prepared hy the method of KleinsehmidL i.111<.l Zali11. 1 ~ 
Results.-Preparation of polyonia DNA II: Polyoma II can be prepared from I 
by treatment with several mild chemical-reducing agents (Table 1). These reagents 
1104 
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TABLE 1 
AcT10N oF HEoucrno AGE:\TS o:-.i Pur,yo,\1A D:\ A 
Time Con version 1' of 
Hcagent ,l!rt pH (min) l Lo II (%) 
liydroquinonec 0 .0002 8 . .5 80 100 
FeClz 0.001 8.6 30 \)() 
N:t2S0:1 (1 x 10-3 J1,[ 
C11~~0.1, 0.1 i1I 0.01 10.8 60 45 
NH40H)d 
Thiob• O.OHL02 :3.8-4.2 60 80-DO 
a Final concentraLion of reducing aj:!en ts which were diluted fi,·efold with S:-iC / 10, 0.01 M Tris pH 8.:i 
containi ng ·-10 µg / 1111 lJ~A. The th iols were first, dissolved in O. •i M acetic acid before addition to Lhe DNA 
solution. 
b ~cdirncntution analysis at nc11 tral pH. 
c The rr~action produc.t was as~a:-·cd for infccti,·ity: 0.5 X 10 3 pfu/µg DNA colllpurecl wiLl1 1.5 X J0 3 
ubtuincd for untreated D!'<A in tl.e sa111c as~u.y. · 
d Cu++ acts us a caLalyst. 16 In the absence of Cu++ or N·ll 40 II 5% con version was observed. In the 
absence of SOa- no conversion occurred . 
e ?vlercaptoethunol, cysteine, uµ<l glut,uthione. In experiments with acetic acid wiLliouL tliiols, 10% 
conversion occurred. ' 
were suggested by the observation that rigorous exclusion of impurilies from the 
phenol, used in the isolation of the DNA, diminished the amount of the minor com-
ponent II in the final DNA preparation. A sin1ple conversion of I 10 II without 
intermediates and without detectable degradation products was observed in sedi-
mentation analyses at pH 8.0 (Table 1). Based on the earlier assignment 1 · 2 of a 
linear form to component II, the reactions with reducing agents and the infeetivc 
nature of the products indicated a specific duplex cleavage. Dulbecco and Vogt1 re-
ported a similar conversion of I to II with low concentrations of pancreatic D..NAase. 
These authors postulated that a bond opposite the single-strand scission intro-
duced by the enzyme hydrolyzed under the influence of ri11g strain. 'rhe fore-
going puzzling results are clarified by the experiments below. 
Structure of Polyoma JI.-The products from the action of pancreatic Di\ Aase 
and of the reducing agents (Table 1) were examined in the electron microscope. 
They were found to be in the circular form. Figure lb is typical of electron rnicro-
graphs of materials obtained by t reatment of I with pancreatic DNAase or wi th the 
several reducing agents. The possibility that linear molecules were selectively ex-
cluded in the preparation of the grids was eliminated by the results of a reconstruc-
tion experiment. A synthetic mixture of 10 per cent II and 90 per cent linear 
polyoma III (cf. belmv) showed the expected proportions of linear molecules. 
The circular form for II is compatible with the proposal that the reducing agents 
and pancreatic DN.Aase introduce single-strand scissions into polyoma DNA I. 
It may be calculated that the circular form of the molecule should be retained until 
on the average about 50 single-strand scissions per molecule have been introduced. 17 
The material shown in Figure lb contained, on the average, about three breaks per 
molecule as calculated from the Poisson distribution. 
A still milder treatment with pancreatic DNAase should give rise to single-
stranded rings and uniform single-stranded linear molecules in strand-separating 
solvents, such as alkaline l\aCl or CsCl. 2 • 18 An example of such a result with 
O.G breaks per molecule is given in Figure 2b. These two components, s0 w.20 = 
18.48 ± 0.4, 15.78 ± 0.3 for the alkaline Na DNA, have been identif-ied as singlc-
stranded ri11gs (188) and si11gle-stra11ded linear molecules (lGS), respectively, by t.lw 
following variation of an experiment originally performed with ¢X DNA by Fiers 
and Sinsheimcr. 19 An aliquot of the product of the pancreatic Dl\;.Aase digestion 
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(a) (b) 
Fw. 1.-Electron micrographs .of polyoma DNA X 21,000. The materials in (a) and (b) 
were prepared by treatment of polyoma I wi th pancreatic DX Aase, as described under Fig. 3. 
(a ) :vas withdrawn from the reaction mixture after 53 conversion of I to II; (b) after 95 3 con-
version. 
(403 conversion) was heat-denatured and treated with E. coli phosphodiesterase. 
This enzyme attacks single-stranded DNA with a free 3'0H group. It is seen that 
the amount of the 168 component was substantially diminished, while the 188 
component was resistant to the exonuclease (Fig. 2c). Thus polyoma DNA II 
can contain a wholly intact circular strand. At this level of digestion the second 
strand in the molecule will contain only one or two breaks if the attack is statistical. 
We now examine the possibility that one single-strand scission in the duplex is 
adequate to convert polyoma ring I to ring II. If only one-chain scission is neces-
sary, the rate of conversion of I to II should be the same as the rate of conversion 
of the c)3S component (intact, denatured, double-stranded, cyclic molecules) to 
the slower moving single-stranded molecules in alkali. If more than one brea.k 
were necessary to convert I to II, a faster rate of conversion would be seen in alkali. 
Dulbecco and Vogt1 have already reported that the two rates are alike. In view of 
the importance of the result, we have repeated this experiment with the analyses 
performed in the analytical ultracentrifuge. 
In Figure 3a it is seen that the alkaline analyses and the neutral analyses give, 
within the experimental error, the same extent of conversion, a result which con-
firms the Dulbecco and Vogt finding. Therefore, the conversion of I to II occurs 
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\vhenever the first single-strand scis-
sion is introduced. The conversion 
appe11,rs to be first order. While the 
illfcctivi ty (Fig. 3b) declines at a 
slower rate than the conversion .of I 
lo II, the scatter in the data pre-
cludes any conclusions regardinµ; the 
kinetics of inactivation. It is clear, 
however, that the first single-strand 
sc1ss1on in this duplex DNA is not 
lethal. 
More extensive treatment with 
pancreatic DNAase or the chemical-
reducing agents so as to completely 
convert I to II (>4 average breaks 
per molecule) caused no detectable 
change in the sedimentation cocffi-
cien t of II. 
Preparalion of Linear Polymna 
DNA wilh E. coli Bndonuclcase I.-
Polyoma I was partially converted 
into the linear form with I!). coli 
endonuclease I, which is known to 
cleave duplex DNA.II The sedi-
mentation velocity of the homo-
geneous linear molecules was 14.58 
FIG. 2.-Sedimcnt.at.ion veloci\.y pn, t.Lcrns of 
pnlyonrn. l )~A i11 alkaline CsCl. The left and riuht 
paLlcrns are scans at about 00 min n,nd \J(J min n,flc r 
seJimc11Lat.ion begins. The field is direct.ed to ward 
the riµ;ht.. CsCl, p = ]. ;3:) gm cm-\ pH 12.:), 
44,000 rpm . (a, al) Control: Compo11c11t I is:>-
laled i11 a sucrose µ;radient c:-.:perirnen t trcuterl 
ide11\ ic:dly as i11 (IJ) and (c) e:-.:ccpt for the abscnre 
of en?.ymes and B~A. Separate c:-.:pcrirnc11t s 
showed the BSA to be free of J)~ Aase act. ivi L,· 
under the conditions used. (b, hi ) PancrPalic 
D.V.,la.se t ;·wtment: 106 µµ; / ml pure I i11 O.Orn M 
.NaCl, 0.0075 fl{ :\·fg;C l2, 0.01 M Tris pH ~.o, 40 
µg/ml Bf:lA, u,nd 2.7 x I 0 - ·1 µ~/m l enzyme, 20 rni11 
at 20°. H.eadion stopped by 1/j,, volume l ii[ 
glycine bu!Ter, pH ~l.~. The lead ing b:in<l i11 
(a.), (/J ), a 11 d (c) is the 53S co1npo11e 11 t . The re-
snlvecl slower ba11ds in (al), (IJJ ), and (r.J) arc 
the I G:..; and lS:-i components. (c, r1 ) E.fTr.rl of herd 
rlenalurolion fol/011:ed by E. r.oli phosphod£eslemse 
treatment: Proclnr.t of (b) heated 5 mi11 100°, cooled 
rapidly. 70 µg/ml DNA in 0.0:1 M NaCl, O.OO:J 
llf MgCl2, 0.007 Jlf Tris, O.OG7 M glycine pII D.X, 
0.00 mg/ml BSA, 71 units/ml E. coli phosphodi-
esterase, !JO min at 37°. Ilear.tion stopped by 1/ 1c 
volume 0.1 M EDTA. 
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FIG. 3.-Chcmical and biological effects of p a n-
creatic DNAase treatment. (a) Analyses for 
si11gle-stranded and double-stranded D.:.\ A. Ex-
tent of conversion was determined by ba11d-sccli-
mc11tation velocity experiments with pholoelectric 
sca1111er. o, (I)/(I + II ) in neutral CsCI bulk 
s;ilutions. ~' (5:)S)/(t.otal) in alkaline CsCl pH 
1 :2.0 . Areas under lmnds were correct,ed for rndin.l 
dilution. fo cubation mi:-.:Lure and co11ditio11s were 
the same as Lhosc given in lege11d to Fig. 2/J, except 
for en2yme cnnce11tration, 2.0 X 10- 4 µg / ml. 20-
µl samples were withdrawn n,t the indi cnt.ed times 
and added to 4 µl 0 .1 M EDTA pH 8.:). The samples 
were frozen prior to analyses. ( /J) InfecLivity of 
samples withdrawn from incubation in (a). The 
time for a unit average number of hits was obtained 
from (a) at f)~)o/o conversion. The error bars give 
the stu.ndard deviations from 16 replicate plates. 
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at pl-I 8 .0, Lhe same a::; previously rcported 2 for the mi 11or component III, and lGS 
in a lka li . Polyonrn II was not produced in detec;Utble amou nts in the above c;on-
version of I to l i 11 e:1 r molecules. Elcc;u·on m ic:rographs co n firmed the assig11mc11 t 
of a linear form to the em~ymatic; prodl:c;t and also to th e minor component III 
isolated by suc; rose gradient sed irne11 tatio1 1. 
Structure of Com7wnent !.-The high sedimentation coeffic: ienl. of I rela1-ivc to II 
indi c:ates that the viral component is eithe r mo re comp:1ct or larger in mass than the 
circular conversion product. In the extreme case of no inc;rease in friction, a 20 per 
cent reduction in mass is required to account fo r the c:hange in s. An equa l amo un t 
of mass would have to have been lost as a result of the action of pa ncreati c D;.{Aasc 
and the va ri ety of red ucing agen ts used. An excision of viral DXA would have 
been detected by Dulbecco and Vogt, 1 who were unable to fiud small fragm ents of 
labeled DNA after preparative band sedimentation of polyoma DKA t rea ted with 
•Or 35 
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11.5 12 .0 12 .5 
pH 
Fw. 4._:___Sed irncnt.a tio n veloc ity-pH tit rat ion 
of t he t hree rompo11e11t.s i11 polyoma DNA. I, 
O; II, @; III , 6.; () 01dy ha11d present, cf . 
text; mix Lure of unreso lved sin gle strn11ds i1 1 
alkali, x; 2\l,:)00 rpm. Si11gle li11 ear, O, ::i,11d 
si 11 g;le circular, O, strands in alkali, 44,770 
rpni . Sedimentntion coelli cients at 20° in 
CsCI, p = 1.3:) gm cm -a, are not corrected for 
solvent viscosity, T/r = 0.925, or buoyancy 
effects . 'The values at pH 8.0 and 12.4 are the 
rnea11s of 12 and 7 determinations, respectively. 
pancreatic DXAase. The iden t ical 
buoya.nt densit ies of I and IP make it 
unlikely that a nonlabeled, non-Dl\A 
mass is removed . 
Three kinds of experimen ts suggest 
that a particular kind of compac;t struc-
t ure-a twisted circularfonn-is respon-
sible for the high sedimentation coeffi-
cient of polyoma DNA. (1) The elec-
tron rnicrographs of the grids prepared 
from polyoma I contained 1 twisted 
circles to a variable extent (Fig. la) . 
G rids prepared from polyoma II con-
tained extended circles and no twisted 
configurations (Fig. lb). The D;.{A 
samples used to prepare the grids for 
Figures Ia a nd b were iden t ical except 
for the time of incubation with the en-
zyme. The spreading forces act.ing on 
t he macromolecules in the monolayer 
appear to remove loops and crossovers 
that are not locked in the structure of 
the DNA. 
(2) A study of the sedimentation veloci ty in 3 M CsCl of a mixture of the three 
components of polyoma DNA as a function of pH from 8 to 12.5 revealed a com-
plicated pH-meltiug curve for component I (Fig. 4) . Component II behaved 
normally 18 · 20 and moved faster as dellaturation increased un ti l strand separation 
occurred with an attendant suddcu drop in sedimentation velocity at pH 11.8. 
Component I, like II, was a t first insensitive to pH. At pH 11.5, however, the sedi-
mentation coefficient first dropped, and then in t he pH range 11.G to 11.8 was t he 
same as for polyoma II. Only one moving band was observed in this pH range. 
The sedimentation coefficient of I then increased to the very high value characteris-
tic of the double-stranded cyclic coil previously reported. 2 Essent ially the same re-
sults were obtained in 1.0 M KCl solutions. The dip in the sedimentation velocity-
00 
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pH curve was ini tially un explai nable. If, however, polyoq1a DXA I contains lcft-
ha11ded tertiary turns, such a dip in the pH-melLing profile would be required. In 
the early slages of denaturation some of the duplex turns, which are known to be 
right-handed, unwi11d. The unwinding of the duplex must be accornpanied by a 
right-handed twisting of the remainder of the molecule. If the tertiary turns were 
originally left-handed (Fig. 5), progressive unwinding would cause the molecule 
to pass through configuration I' characterized by the absence of tertiary turns. 
The exte11dcd configuration I' is similar to that in polyoma II (Fig .. 5) and both 
I' and II would have similar sedimentation velocities. Further unwinding of duplex 
I ' is accompanied by continued right-hand twisting of the whole molecule until 
finally the double-stranded cycli c coil2 
r,011figuration develops. 
(3) The twisted circular structure pro-
vides a sat.isfactory explanation for the 
configurational change t hat occurs when 
one single-strand scission is in troduced 
into the molecule. Such a scission gener-
ates a site for the rotation of the helix in 
the complementary strand opposi te the 
break. The swivel relieves the topological 
restraint responsible for the twisted con-
figuration. 
D'iscussion.-A mechanism for the for-
mation of the t'wisted circular structures 
suggested by the above analysis of the pH-
melting curve. According to this mecha-
nism the last closure of chain ends occurs 
before all of the winding of the two DN"A 
strands in to the Watson-Crick structure 
is completed. The closing leaves the du-
plex in the configuration I' (Fig. 5) re-
strained from converting to I by an as yet 
unknown factor participating in the DNA 
synthesis. Removal of the restraint then 
allows I' to wind spontaneously into a 
complete Watson-Crick structure and 
form the twisted circular structure, I, with 
no change in winding number. 
I,20 S ll,16 s ill,14S 
Fra . 5.-Diagrammat ic representation of 
the several forms of polyoma UNA. The 
duplex segments shown contain 12 turns, 
about one fortieth of the total number. The 
twisted circular duplex shown contn.ins one 
left-hand tertiary turn. 8% of the right-
hand duplex turns in the model arc unwound 
to form I'. The dashed circles around the 
denatured forms indicate the relative hy-
drodynamic diameters. The sedimentation 
coefficients were measured in neutral n.nd 
alkaline NaCl solutions. 
An alternative proposal is that the molecule in form II, which contains a swivel, 
is twisted by some organizer, e.g. 1 the virus protein. The last covalent backbone 
bond is then made while the Dl\A remains twisted under the constraint of the 
organizer. This alternative is unlikely in view of Dulbecco's21 finding that the 
polyoma DNA made before virus production begins has the sedimentation velocity 
of component I. 
It is not possible at the present time to estimate reliably the number of tertiary 
turns. , . A turn is defined as a 360° rotation of the helix. The electron micro-
graphs of I usually contain some molecules that are completely extended; these 
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may have suffe red a single break during grid preparation or may have been in sLate 
I' due to denaturation induced by the spreading forces . This la tter action would 
resu lt in the unwinding of the twisted circles to form extended circles. The max i-
mum number of crossovers that can be d i:::;tinguished is 8, which corresponds to 4 turns 
or the unwinding of 40 base pairs. Th is limit may be low because it is difficult 
to count crossovers in tigh tly coiled forms. That the number of tertiary turns in 
the molecule is not large is suggested by the fact that the transition of I to I' occurs 
before substant ial melting of II takes place, as indi cated by the s versus pH plot. 
Wi th the new assignment of structure to the th ree components of polyoma D~A, 
it is found that satisfactory agreement obtains between the observed sedimenLation 
coefficien t of the linear form, 14.58, and the 15.3 ± 0.5S predicted by Studi er' s 
relation 18 for a molecular weight2 of 3.0 ± 0. 3 X 106 . The vaJues, 18.48 and 
15.78 for the alkaline single-stranded ci rcular and linear fo rms similarly agree with 
the predicted values of 17.48 and 15.GS, respectively. The effect of ring closure of 
III to fo rm component II is to increase S by 10 per cent. An effect of similar 
magnitude has been reported 22 fo r the cyclization of A. Di\1"A. 
The twisted circular struc t ure observed here for polyoma DNA may be a common 
characteristic of covalently closed, circular duplex DNA. A pa rt of the DNA from 
rabbit papilloma virus, 23 SV40 virus, 3 and the replicating fo rm of ¢X DXA 24 - 26 have 
all been shown to be circular duplex molecules which do not strand-separate in 
alkali or after heating in formaldehyde. Two sedimentation velocity cor. ponents 
differing by 20-30 per cent have been reported for the above DX A's. 27 Crawford 
and Black3 observed sedimentation velocity-denaturation curves that are similar to 
our pH-melting curve upon heating SV40 DN"A and polyoma DNA in formaldehyde 
solutions to various temperatures. Xo explanation was offered for this behavior, 
which we interpret as indicating the presence of a left-handed, twisted circular struc-
ture. 28 
Burton and Sinsheimer29 have shovn1 tha t the slow component II in RF-¢X 
DNA dissociates in alkali to form linear and circular single-stranded molecules 
and have concluded that both of the undenatured forms of the DXA are circular. 
While this communication was in preparation, Jansz and Pouwels30 reported that 
the pancreatic DNAase-induced conversion of I to II in RF-¢X DNA represents 
a conversion between circular duplex molecules. No explanation for the change 
in the sedimentation · coefficient was offered. In view of the results described 
here, it is likely that RF-¢X D~A is in the twisted circular fo rm. A common 
mechanism for the incorporation of the tertiary turns during replicat ion is a strong 
possibility, and allows us to predict that the tertiary turns in the RF-<t>X DNA will 
be found to be left-handed. 
Sum:1nary.-'The results of this study show that circular duplex polyoma DNA 
may be converted to a less compact circular duplex by int roducing a single-strand 
sc1ss1on. The viral form contains tertiary turns which appear to have been locked 
in during replicat ion. 
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DISCUSSION 
The results obtained when reducing agents were used to effect 
the conversion of PY I to PY II were initially quite confusing. 
However, the discovery that PY II was circular gave rise to a correct 
interpretation of all the previous results. All the agents used for the 
conversion caused single strand and not double strand scissions in the 
molecule. A circular and not a linear molecule was being made. 
However, a linear form of polyoma DNA can be made by limited 
digestion of PY I with E. coli endonuclease I, an enzyme that intro-
duces double strand scissions. The linear molecule has a sedimen-
tation coefficient approximately 10% lower than that of the circular 
double-stranded molecule, PY II, and the same as naturally occurring 
PY III. 
The mechanism of action of the reduci_ng agents has not been 
completely clarified. McCarty (21) studied the effects of ascorbic 
acid and similar reducing agents on the transforming activity of 
pneumococcus and found that such reagents destroyed this activity. 
The effect could be prevented by excluding oxygen or by using catalase 
or sulfhydryl compounds in the reaction mixture. He concluded that 
inactivation of the transforming DNA was oxidative and was dependent 
upon the production of peroxides during ascorbic acid autoxidation. 
Bode (22), in a recent publication, incubated closed circular A. DNA 
(23) with dithiothreitol ( = DTT = 2, 3-dihydroxy-1, 4-dithiobutane), 
ascorbic acid, reduced diphosphopyridine nucleotide, and 2-mercapto-
ethanol. He found that all of these reducing agents were able to cause 
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single strand scissions in 1'. DNA. The reaction conditions for each 
reagent were somewhat different. The effect of DTT could be 
prevented if the incubations were carried out in a nitrogen atmosphere 
or if the radical scavenging agent, 2-aminoethylisothiouronium, were 
added to the reaction mixture. Presumably, the effect of reducing 
agents on DNA is indirect by acting in an oxygen-dependent reaction 
which produces radicals or peroxides. Such radicals, which can also 
be produced photochemically, are able to break phosphodiester bonds 
(24). 
Examination of the H3 count and infecti vity profiles found in 
sucrose velocity gradients of polyoma DNA lightly or extensively 
treated with FeC12 (Figure 2 and Figure 4) supports the result of 
Vinograd, et al. (26). That is, PY I DNA lightly hit with a reducing 
agent does not lose its infectivity after the first hit, but upon more 
extensive treatment, the infectivity decreases. Similarly, McCarty 
(21) found that the transforming activity of pneumococcus decreased 
after treatment with reducing agent. 
The exonuclease I digestion of linear, single -stranded DNA 
produced by the denaturation of PY II helped to elucidate the structure 
of this molecule. However, as can be seen in Figure 5c, not all of 
the linear, single -stranded DNA in the reaction mixture appears to be 
digested. This puzzling result can now be explained on the basis of 
the results of Part III of the thesis. (a) The pancreatic DNAase 
treated polyoma DNA was thermally denatured and quenched by rapid 
cooling. This is a very inefficient method, for the single strands of 
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small homogeneous DNAs renature very rapidly upon cooling and form 
structures which cannot be digested by the enzyme. However, in 
alkaline CsCl sedimentation velocity analyses, such renatured 
material again denatures, producing linear, single -stranded DNA. 
(b) Exonuclease I preparations often contain endonuclease activity. 
If excess amounts of exonuclease I are used, as was done in these 
experiments, endonuclease hits may be put into intact, undenatured 
PY I molecules during the exonuclease I digestion. The resulting 
single strands are detected only during the alkaline CsCl velocity 
analyses. 
None of the results presented here can prove or disprove the 
presence of a linker in polyoma DNA, for all the reagents used caused 
random degradation. This topic is the subject of Part III. 
The proposal for the structure of PY II led to the following 
question: If PY I is circular and PY II is circular and derived from 
PY I by one single strand scission, then why does PY I sediment 
25% faster than PY II? Questions similar to this led to the proposal 
of a twisted circular structure for PY I. The structural features of 
this molecule are discussed in detail in the General Introduction. 
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PART II 
RENATURATION OF POLYNUCLEOTIDE SINGLE STRANDS 
OBTAINED FROM NICKED POLYOMA DNA 
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INTRODUCTION 
Part I of the thesis described studies of the structure of polyoma II 
DNA (PY IT). This molecule is a circular, double-stranded DNA which 
contains one or more single strand scissions per molecule and fewer 
scissions than is required to produce a linear structure (1). Such a 
molecule can be produced by the limited treatment of polyoma I DNA 
(a twisted, closed circular DNA) with pancreatic DNAase or chemical 
reducing agents. If a sample of polyoma I DNA receives an average . 
of one random hit per mofocule, 37% of the final preparation will be 
polyoma II containing one single strand scission per molecule. Upon 
denaturation of this structure by heat or high pH, two polynucleotide 
single strands are obtained, one circular and the other linear. These 
can be separated by sedimentation velocity at high pH, both in the 
Spinco model E ultracentrifuge and in the SVI 50 rotor of the Spinco 
model L ultracentrifuge. The difference in the frictional coefficients 
of the two structures results in a 10% difference in their sedimenta-
tion coefficients. 
Part II of the thesis describes the method of isolation and an 
investigation of the properties of this single-stranded DNA. One of 
the primary questions asked was the followi.ng. Can two complementary, 
circular, single-stranded DNA molecules renature and if so, what is 
the structure of such a molecule? It is well known that two comple-
mentary, linear, single-stranded DNA molecules can, under the 
proper conditions, renature rapidly to form a right-handed, double-
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stranded helical DNA. Crick and Watson (2) found by model building 
that it is possible to build a DNA model with only a right-handed 
sense. To construct left-handed helices, it was necessary to violate 
the permissible van der Waals' contacts. The formation of a left-
handed helix must be less favorable energetically, but how much less 
cannot be tested experimentally with linear DNA. Two complementary, 
linear strands will simply choose to form a right-handed duplex. The 
topological winding number of two complementary, single-stranded 
circles is zero. It may be expected that two such complementary, 
circular strands will partially renature to form a right-handed duplex 
structure. The requirement for a constancy of the topological winding 
number would necessitate the formation of an equivalent number of 
left-handed duplex turns. A thermodynamically stable co.mplex will 
form if the free energy of the complex is less than that of the two 
separate, circular single strands. 
The separate single-stranded DNAs were isolated by means of 
alkaline CsCl velocity gradients. Following renaturation of either 
circular, single-stranded or linear ,single-stranded DNA, the buoyant 
density of the products was determined in neutral CsCl. The buoyant 
dmsity in CsCl can be used to determine the degree of renaturation 
since native~ double-stranded DNA is approximately 0. 015 gm/ml 
less dense than denatured DNA (3 ). The results of this study have 
indicated that two complementary, circular, single-stranded DNA 
molecules cannot completely renature with one another, at least 
under the conditions employed here. The analytical methods were 
not sensitive enough to determine whether very short regions of the 
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two molecules were renatured. Under the same conditions, it was 
found that linear, single-stranded polyoma DNA can renature nearly 
completely. 
The renaturation of the single strands of polyoma DNA was 
studied for the primary purpose of examining the reaction products 
rather than the reaction kinetics. The renaturation reaction has been 
studied quite extensively the past several years by several authors 
(4-10). Their results can be summarized briefly: 
(a) The renaturation reaction is second order in DNA phosphate 
concentration. 
(b) As the native molecular weight (and genetic complexity) 
increases within a series of dif+, erent DNA species, the rate of re-
naturation of the DNA within this series decreases. 
(c) As the molecular size of a given DNA species is decreased 
by degradative procedures, the rate of renaturation decreases. 
(d) The optimum temperature for renaturation is found 
approximately 25 ° C below the melting temperature. 
(e) The rate of renaturation is a function of the solvent in which 
the reaction occurs. Below 0. 4 M sodium ion, the renaturation rate is 
highly salt dependent. Above 0. 4 M sodium ion, the rate is not very 
sensitive to changes in salt concentration. In addition, an increase in 
the viscosity of the solvent decreases the rate of renaturation. 
The experiments which follow are concerned only with the re-
naturation of the $ingle strands of polyoma DNA. The variables in these 
experiments are temperature and solvent composition. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
1) Isolation and purification of polyoma DNA 
The methods used for the isolation and purification of polyoma 
DNA are given in Part I of the thesis. 
2) Alkaline CsCl gradients 
Preformed alkaline CsCl density gradients were used for the 
analysis of polyoma DNA samples and for the preparation of circular 
and linear, single-stranded DNA. These were made as follows: A 
linear 4. 75 ml gradient was established by .pumping the products of a 
linear gradient ma.king apparatus through a capillary to the bottom of 
a Spinco polyallom er tube. The density range was 1. 3 0 to 1. 40 gm/ ml. 
After the gradient was established, 0. 25 ml of a CsCl solution having 
a density of 1. 7 5 gm/ ml was pumped into the bottom of the tube. This 
" " concentrated CsCl provided a dense pad which slowed down the fastest 
sedimenting material. The two solutions used in the gradient maker 
were 0. 1 M K2HP04 in CsCl, p = 1. 30 gm/ml and p = 1. 40 gm/ml, and 
the dense npad" solution was 0. 1 M K2HP04 in CsCl, p = 1. 75 gm/ml. 
The pH of the two less dense solutions was adjusted to the desired 
value at 20° C by adding 0. 1 M K2HP04 and 1 M KOH in CsCl, p = 1. 30 
and 1. 40 gm/ml, respectively. The pH of the dense solution was ad-
justed at 20 ° C by adding 5 M KOH. The pH of the alkaline Cs Cl 
velocity gradients was usually 11. 85. This pH was high enough to 
cause denaturation and strand separation of nicked molecules and was 
low enough to avoic;i pelleting the denatured, double-stranded molecules 
at the bottom of the tube. The sedimentation velocity of the intact, 
double-stranded molecules is extremely pH dependent between 
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pH 11. 6 and 12. 3. All t itr ations were done immediately before making 
the gradients. During the titrations and manufacture of the gradients, 
the solutions were kept under an atmosphere of argon. A Beckman 
Research model pH meter, a general purpose probe glass electrode, 
and a calomel reference electrode modified with a ground glass 
junction (11) were used in the titrations. Samples to be centrifuged 
through the gradient were brought to the pH of the experiment and 
0. 25 ml or less was layered on the gradient surface. The sedimen-
tation velocity experiments were performed at 20 ± 1° C and 
45, 000 ± 500 rpm. The total centrifugation time was 4 hours, in-
cluding the five minutes needed for acceleration. The deceleration 
time (approximately 15 min) is not included in this 4 hours. 
3) Collection of the gradients 
Seven and one-half µl drops were collected from the gradients 
using a piercing device from Buchler Instruments. Alternate 5 drop 
fractions were collected into 0. 1 ml SSC/10, 0. 02 M tris and 1 drop 
fractions were collected on Whatman GF/ A filter papers (2. 4 cm 
diameter) in Packard scintillation vials. The filter papers were dried 
by placing the bottles on a hot plate. Ten ml of toluene-PPO-POPOP 
scintillation fluid [ 4 gm PPO (Packard Instr um enis) and 0. 05 gm 
POPOP in 1 liter of toluene] -were added and the tritium counts were 
determined in a Packard Tri-Carb scintillation counter. The contents 
of the vials containing the single-stranded DNA were frozen at -20° C. 
4) Renaturation methods 
The renaturation methods are presented in the text and Table 1 
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of this part of the thesis. 
5) Buoyant density experiments and calculations 
Buoyant density experiments were done as described by 
Vinograd and Hearst (12). In most experiments, 2° or 4° 12 mm Kel-F 
centerpieces were used. Centrifugation was carried out for approx-
imately 24 hours at 44, 770 rpm and 44, 000 rpm in Spinco Model E 
ultracentrifuges. The results were recorded either on photographic 
film (using exposures where the film response is linear) or with an 
ultraviolet photoelectric scanner. The Joyce-Loebl microdensitometer 
was used to measure the film optical densities. All experiments 
were conducted using crab dAT as a marker. This material was a 
gift from Dr. Jack Widholm and was found to have a buoyant density 
of 1. 669 5 gm/ml. 
6) Electron microscopy 
DNA specimens were prepared for electron microscopy by the 
method of Kleinschmidt and Zahn (13 ). DNA samples taken directly 
from the gradient contained approximately 1. 1 M CsCl and 0. 1 M tris. 
Sufficient cytochrome c at 1 mg/ml and 1. 875 M ammonium acetate 
were added to produce a sample containing 0. 1 mg/ml of cytochrome c 
and 1. 5 M ammonium acetate. From 25 to 100 µl of this sample was 
allowed to flow down an inclined clean glass slide, one end of which 
was immersed in 0. 15 M ammonium acetate. The sample formed a 
film on the surface of the ammonium acetate, the film area being 
delimited by talcum powder. After waiting for approximately 30 sec, 
the surface of a copper grid (200 mesh, 2 mm)j Ladd Industries) 
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covered with a Parlodion (cellulose nitrate) film was touched to the, 
cytochrome c-DNA fil m . The film was fixed to the grid by immersing 
it for 30 sec in 95% ethanol containing 0. 08 mg/ml uranyl acetate (9). 
The grid was next dipped into isopentane for 10 sec. A Philips EM200 
electron microscope was used to examine the grids. 
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RESULTS 
Isolation of linear and circular, single-stranded DNA 
The denaturation of a sample of polyoma I DNA lightly hit with 
pancreatic DNAase produces four classes of components upon sedi-
mentation in an alkaline (pH 11. 8 5) Cs Cl density gradient: twisted-
circular duplex DNA sedimenting at approximately 20 S; circular, 
single-stranded DNA sedimenting at approximately 18 S; linear, single-
stranded DNA sedimenting at approximately 16 Sand single-stranded 
DNA sedimenting less than 16 S. Because of the 10% difference in 
sedimentation coefficient between circular, single-stranded DNA and 
linear, single-stranded DNA, it was felt that the isolation of such DNA 
was feasible. 
The preparation of the alkaline CsCl density gradients used for 
this purpose is described in the Materials and Methods section. 
Briefly, the gradients contained 0. 1 M K2HP04 in Cs Cl. The density 
range in each gradient was 1. 30 gm/ml to 1. 40 gm/ml with an additional 
0. 25 ml of CsCl at 1. 75 gm/ml placed on the bottom. The pH of each 
experiment was usually 11. 85. The separation of components attained 
in these preparative gradients was nearly the same as that found in 
analytical band velocity sedimentation experiments (14). Alkaline 
sucrose velocity gradients were not used in these experiments because 
of the lower tritium counting efficiencies found in such a system. 
Figure 3a (page 124, Part III of the thesis) illustrates a typical 
alkaline velocity gradient containing the four components mentioned 
earlier. The 18 Sand 16 S components were isolated from the fractionated 
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gradients. Only the leading half of the 18 S band and the trailing half 
of the 16 S band were used in order to minimize cross contamination. 
Renaturation methods 
Because of the somewhat exploratory nature of this series of 
experiments, no one method of renaturation was employed. However, 
most experiments were performed in one of the two following ways. 
(a) The renaturation solvent had an ionic strength of 1. 27 M due mostly 
to Cs Cl and the DNA was incubated for at least 1 hour at 50° C. 
(b) The renaturation solvent had an ionic strength of 0. 31 or 0. 45 M due 
mostly to sodium salts. The DNA was incubated for 10 to 15 min in 
this solvent at 95 ° C followed by an extended cooling period during which 
the temperature of the reaction was dropped from its maximum to 50°C 
or less. The details are given in Table 1. Several experiments were 
attempted in which the Gilford recording spectrophotometer was used 
to monitor the results, but due-to the low concentrations of DNA (2 to 
4 µg/ml) and small volumes of material available, these results were 
neither consistent nor meaningful. 
The half-time necessary for the renaturation of the complementary 
strands in a homogeneous sample of DNA having the duplex molecular 
weight of polyoma viral DNA can be calculated from the results of 
Wetmur (9, 10). Such calculations show that. the renaturation half-time 
should be 36 to 48 sec if renaturation conditions (a) are used,and 63 to 
147 sec if conditions (b) are used. These calculations were made with 
the assumption that the DNA concentrations were 2 to 4 µg/ml. Since 












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































samples should have had adequate time for renaturation. 
Renaturation of 16 S linear, single-stranded DNA 
These experiments are outlined in Table 1 as 1, 2, 6 and 7. The 
ionic strength in the first two experiments was 1. 27 M and in the re-
maining two 0. 48 Mand 0. 31 M. The results can be summarized as 
follows. A sample of mostly 16 S linear, single-stranded DNA can be 
renatured to form one band of material which is buoyant in CsCl at a 
density near that of the native DNA, 1. 701 1 gm/ml. How ever, the 
buoyant density seems to be dependent upon the renaturing solvent, 
for, as can ·be seen in Table 1, the buoyant density of the DNA renatured 
in 1. 27 M ionic strength (Exps. 1 and 2) is higher than that renatured in 
the lower ionic strength salt (Exps. 6 a,nd 7 ). Thus, a more complete 
reaction may occur at the lower salt level. This may be due to the 
occurrence of a larger amount of non-specific base pairing in the 
higher salt leading to the formation of structures containing more than 
two strands. Such a structure might not be completely double-stranded 
(5, 6). All of the starting solutions contained a small amount of renatured 
material. This renaturation may have occurred at room temperature 
during the handling of the DNA samples (5, 6). Figure 1 shows the 
buoyant dm sity profiles of linear, single-stranded 16 S DNA before 
and after renaturation as described in Experiment 2. The marker in 
a ll these experiments is dAT, which bands in CsCl at a density of 1. 669 5 
gm/ml. This number is the average of many determinations made in 
this laboratory e 
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Figure 1. CsCl buoyant density analyses of (a) denatured and (b) 
renatured 16 S linear, single-stranded polyoma DNA. The renaturation 
conditions and composition of the starting material are given in Exp. 2 
of Table 1. The centrifugation conditions were 24 hours at 44, 770 rpm and 
25 ° C. The starting solutions consisted of renatured or denatured polyoma 
DNA, O. 5 µg dAT, and CsCl, p = 1. 695 gm/ml and pH 8. O. The figure 






Renaturation of circular, single-stranded 18 S DNA 
These experiments are outlined in Table 1 as 3, 4, and 5. In 
Experiment 3, a preparation of single-stranded DNA was renatured by 
heating for 1 hour at 50° C in 1. 27 M ionic strength solvent. The 
composition of the renatured material, as determined in an alkaline 
CsCl velocity gradient after renaturation, was calculated to be 
68 ± 2% circular, single-stranded and 32 ± 2% linear, single-stranded DNA. 
Analysis in a buoyant density gradient revealed that 49 ± 2% of the 
renatured sample is found near the buoyant density of native duplex 
DNA while the remainder, 51±2%, is found at a buoyant density character-
istic of denatured DNA. If we assume that complementary, circular, 
single-stranded DNA will not renature, predictions can be made of the 
amounts of renatured and non-renatured DNA present in the buoyant 
density gradients. A maximum amount of renatured DNA will be found 
when linear single strands renature exclusively with circular single 
strands. A minimum amount of renatured DNA will be found when 
linear single strands renature exclusively with other linear single 
strands. All of the circular single strands then remain non-renatured. 
In Experiment 3, the maximull? amount of DNA that can be renatured is 
64%. The minimum amount is 36%. The experimental result of 49% 
renatured DNA indicates that linear single strands renatured with 
both linear and circular, single-strmded DNA, leaving 51% of the sjngle-
stranded circles unable to renature. Figure 2 presents the buoyant 
density profiles of the DNA preparations in Experiment 3 before and 
after renaturation. 
The renaturation method of Experiment 5 was different. A DNA 
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Figure 2. CsCl buoyant density analyses of a preparation of 
polyoma DNA containing 32 ± 2% linear, single-stranded DNA (1 6 S) 
and 68 ± 2% circular, single- stranded DNA (18 S). (a) Buoyant 
density profile before renaturation. (b) Buoyant density profile 
after renaturation as described in Exp. 3 of Table 1. The centrifuga-
tion conditions were the same as those described in the legend of 
Figure 1. 
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preparation containing 63 ± 7% circular, single-stranded 18 S and 
37 ± 7% linear, single-stranded 16 S DNA was renatured -by heating 
for 12 ± 3 min at 9 5 ° C and cooling to 50 ° C in about 20 min. The ionic 
strength of the renaturation solvent was 0. 48 M. The maximum amount 
of DNA that can be renatured in this system is 7 4 ± 7%, and the minimum 
amount is 37 ± 7%. The experimental result obtained, 80 ± 5% renatured 
DNA, is approximately the maximum plus the error involved. The 
analysis cf. the starting material was made before the renaturation 
experiment and the unknown amount of hydrolytic breakage which 
occurred during the thermal treatment would increase the 7 4 ± 7% 
figure. The latter value is therefore a minimum value. The experi-
mental result indicates that approximately 20% of the circular, single-
stranded DNA failed to renature. It is not clear why the amount of 
DNA renatured in Experiment 5 is so much closer to the maximum 
value than the amount of DNA renatured in Experiment 3. 
The results of Experiment 4 are not clear. If we assume that 
complementary, circular, single-stranded DNA cannot renature, the 
maximum amount of renaturation would be 100% and the minimum amount 
would be 25%. It. was found that 81% of the sample banded at a buoyant 
density characteristic of duplex DNA and the remaining 19% banded at 
a buoyant density between fully denatured DNA and native duplex DNA. 
The latter DNA could represent either partially renatured, circular, 
single-stranded DNA or partially renatured complexes consisting of 
linear and circular,single-stranded DNA as discussed below. 
By means of the Kleinschmidt technique (13) and the staining 
procedure of Wetmur (9), electron micrographs were made of the 
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renatured DNA as described in Experiment 3. Figure 3 shows a 
number of typical molecules. A small number of complete, renatured, 
duplex DNA molecules are seen. These have the same length, 1. 5 Jl, 
as native polyoma DNA. A larger number of smaller> circular molecules 
are found with one puddled region on the perimeter of each molecule. 
The formation of a "hairpin" structure in a circular, single-stranded 
DNA might lead to a small circular duplex molecule containing a 
puddl ed region. The "hairpin" would allow only the partial renaturation 
of the circular strand with a complementary linear, single-stranded DNA. 
Both strands would contain regions not able to renature completely. 
Figure 4 is an electron micrograph of a mixture of 80% linear and 20% 
circular, single-stranded DNA renatured in 0. 48 M ionic strength 
solvent. This particular field contains a number of completely re-
natured, circular molecules with a length of 1. 5 µ. Few molecules 
contain puddled regions. It is possible that some of the circles result 
from the renaturation of linear ,single-stranded DNA. Since the nucleo-
tide sequence of linear> single-stranded DNA, produced by the random 
attack of pancreatic DNAase on polyoma DNA, is circularly permuted, 
these strands are capable of renaturing to form circular DNA (15). 
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Figure 3. Electronmicrographs of single-stranded polyoma DNA 
renatur ed as described in Exp. 3 of Table 1. The length of the molecule 
in the upper left hand corner is 1. 5 µ. Total magnification is 46, 240. 
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Figure 4. Electronmicrograph of single-stranded polyoma DNA 
renatured in 0. 48 M ionic strength solvent. The unrenatured sample 
contained approximately 80% linear, single-stranded DNA (16 S) and 
20% circular, single-stranded DNA (18 S). Renaturation occurred upon 
cooling the samples from 95 ° C to 50° C in approximately 20 min. The 
molecule directly above the 1 µmarker has a length of 1. 5 µ. Total 
magnification is 34, 000. 
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DISCUSSION 
In summary, the followi ng can be said concerning these experi-
ments: (a) Linear, single-stranded DNA (16 S) obtained from singly 
nicked PY I renatures extensively. The renaturation is almost complete 
in the lower ionic strength solvent. (b) Preparations containing more 
than 50% circular, single-stranded DNA obtained from singly nicked 
PY I renature in a different manner. Part of the DNA renatures and 
has a buoyant density similar to that of native polyoma DNA, but the 
remainder has a buoyant density similar to that of denatured DNA. 
These results indicate that the excess circular, single-stranded DNA 
in such preparations is not able to renature. 
The assumption was made during this series of experiments 
that the buoyant density of renatured, circular, single-stranded DNA 
would reflect the quantity of duplex DNA formation which had occurred 
during the renaturation. This is true for the renaturation of linear, 
single-stranded DNA but may not be true for the renaturation of 
circular, single-stranded DNA. The complete renaturation of two 
circular single strands would require the formation of right-handed 
helical turns in one-half the molecule and left-handed helical turns in 
the other half. Although it is clear that the buoyant density of the one 
half would be that of native DNA, it is not clear that the buoyant density 
of the other half would be the same. When a single strand of linear 
DNA renatures with another single strand, it loses some of its close 
contact with the water and its buoyant densj_ ty decreases. If such a 
strand were to renature with another single strand to form a left-
handed helix, unknown changes in the water structure might occur. 
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The buoyant density of a complex containing one-half right-handed 
helical turns and Ol'le -half left-handed helical turns could conceivably be 
that of denatured DNA. 
The renaturation of the 16 S linear, single-stranded DNA in either 
high (1. 27 M) or low (0. 31 or 0. 48 M) ionic strength solvents was nearly 
complete as determined by buoyant density. A more complete reaction 
appears to occur in the lower ionic strength solvents. This result 
may be due to the increased non-specific renaturation which occurs in 
higher molarity salts (5, 6). This interrupts trie winding process which 
normally takes place very rapidly after the nucleation reaction. The 
unreacted regions then renature with other complementary strands, 
forming higher molecular weight complexes containing non-renatured 
regions. The renaturation of the 16 S linear, single-stranded DNA 
negates the possibility that pancreatic DNAase attacks at one unique 
region on polyoma I DNA. An attack of this nature would allow the 
isolation (as described above) of only identical, linear, single -
s tr anded DNA and identical, circular, single-stranded DNA. Within 
each population, no renaturation would be possible. 
The renaturation of samples containing more than 50% circular, 
single-stranded DNA may occur in the following manner. Linear, 
single-stranded DNA can renature either with complementary, linear 
or circular, single-stranded DNA. As soon as the less populous 
linear molecules are depleted, no further renaturation occurs. The 
remaining circular strands either do not renature at all or form 
structures not identifiable by the method of buoyant density centrifuga-
tion. 
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The electron micrographs (Figures 3 and 4) reveal that circular) 
double-stranded DNA is formed as a result of the renaturation of prep-
arations containing linear and circular, single-stranded DNA. The 
circular DNA formed in the 1. 27 M ionic strength buffer appears to 
consist mainly of shortened circles having puddled regions on their 
perimeters (Figure 3). As was explained earlier, such molecules 
might arise after the formation of a "hairpin" region in a circular 
single strand. The electron micrograph of Figure 4 illustrates mol-
ecules which appear to be more fully renatured. Many of them lack a 
puddled region. 
It does not seem likely that extreme variations in the renatura-
tion methods would allow the renaturation of circular, single-stranded 
DNA. The renaturation of linear DNA is most favor able at 20 to 2 5 ° C 
below the melting temperature and in a solvent of about 0. 3M ionic 
strength. These conditions would most likely be the best conditions 
for the renaturation of circular single strands because this process 
would necessarily be the simultaneous formation of right-handed 
helices and left-handed turns of sorn e type. 
The experiments contained within this part of the thesis were 
done approximately 1 1/2 years ago. At that time, the experi-
mental work suffered from the lack of pure linear and circular, 
single-stranded DNA. Such difficulties could now be overcome with 
the proper use of exonuclease I (as described in Part III of the thesis) 
and long column sedimentation velocity gradients. 
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PART III 
THE ABSENCE OF A NON-NUCLEOTIDE 




The presence of a small quantity of amino acids in hydrolyzed 
preparations of highly purified DNA has suggested that DNA may 
contain amino acid linkages within its structure. Bendich and 
Rosenkranz (1) proposed a structure containing serine (or a seryl-
peptide) in the main polynucleotide chain of DNA. The serine (or 
serylpeptide) would be involved in an amino acid-ester linkage to the 
3'-carbon of a nucleotide. At one time, Dulbecco believed a linker of 
some type to be present in the structure of polyoma viral DNA (2). 
His reasoning was based on an earlier incorrect understanding of the 
structure of this molecule and its degradation products. Part III of 
the thesis reports on experiments performed to determine whether 
polyoma DNA contains a linker within its structure. In the course of 
this work, the DNA of the virus ¢Xl 7 4 has been used for comparison 
purposes. It has been reported that this single -stranded DNA contains 
a block to the action of E. coli phosphodiesterase (exo:mclease I) (3). 
The work to be reported here indicates that neither ¢Xl 7 4 nor polyoma 
DNA contain any non-nucleotide blocks to the action of exonuclease I. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Materials 
1) Growth medium for ¢Xl 74 
One-half gm of NaCl, 8. 0 gm KCl, 1.1 gm NH4 Cl, 0. 2 gm 
MgC12 • 6H20, 0. 023 gm KH2P04 , 0. 8 gm sodium pyruvate, 11. 44 gm 
Trizma HCl, 3. 32 gm Trizma Base (Sigma Chemical Co.), 1. 0 ml 
1 M CaC12 and 1. 0 ml 0. 16 M Na2S04 were dissolved in 250 ml distilled 
H20. 2. 7 gm of amino acid mixture (special 20 natural L-amino acid 
mixture, Nutritional Biochemicals Corp.) were dissolved in 500 ml 
of H20. The two solutions were mixed, the volume was brought to 1 
liter and the resulting preparation was autoclaved. Twenty ml of 
sterile 10% glucose were added. Five µg/ml of thymidine were added 
for thymidine-requiring strains of bacteria. 
2) E. coli strain 
The bacterial strain used was E. coli HF4704. This is a 
thymine (or thymidine) requiring strain isolated by Dr. T. Komano 
from E. coli HF4701, which, in turn, is a strain developed by Dr. P. 
Howard-Flanders. E. coli HF4701 is a hybrid formed by recombina-
tion between E. coli K12 and E. coli Candis uvr-A and ¢Xl 74 
sensitive. The bacteria were a gift of Mr. C. A. Hutchison, III. 
3) ¢Xl 7 4 virus 




Lysozyme, 2 x crystallized, was obtained from Worthington 
Biochemical Corp. 
Pancreatic DNAase, 1 x crystallized, was obtained from 
Worthington Biochemical Corp. Small volumes of the enzyme in 
0. 06% BSA, 0. 125 M NaCl, 0. 01 M MgC12 , and 0. 01 M tris, pH 8. 0, 
were frozen in vials at -20 or -70° C. 
E. coli phosphodiesterase (exonuclease I) ( 4), a gift from Prof. 
I. R. Lehman, was divided into 20 µl aliquots and frozen at -70° C. 
Each aliquot was sampled only once. 
5) Chemicals 
Bovine serum albumin (BSA) was obtained from Armour Pharma-
ceutical Co. 
Harshaw optical grade C sCl was used. 
Calf thymus DNA was obtained from Nutritional Biochemicals 
Corp. , Cleveland. 
Phenol re distilled under nitrogen was used in all DNA extractions. 
All other chemicals were reagent grade. 
6) Scintillation counting solution 
One liter of counting solution was prepared by dissolving 4 gm of 
PPO and 0. 05 gm of dimethyl POPOP or POPOP (Packard Instrument 
Co.) in 1 liter of toluene . 
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Methods 
1) Polyoma virus 
The growth and isolation of polyoma virus and the extraction and 
purification of the viral DNA has been described in Part I of the thesis. 
2) ¢Xl 7 4 virus 
The ¢Xl 7 4 virus was grown and purified using the method of 
Hutchison and Sinsheimer (5) and Hutchison and Edgell (6). The E. 
coli bacteria were grown at 37° C to a concentration of 2 x 108 /ml, 
spun down, and resuspended in one volume of fresh media containing 
0. 3 µc/ml H3-thymidine. At this time, the cells were infected with 
¢Xl 74 am3 at a multiplicity of infection of 5. After 3 hours, the 
unlysed cells were spun down, washed with 0. 05 M borate buffer (pH 9), 
resedimented, and resuspended in a small volume of 0. 05 M borate 
buffer. 0. 5 mg/ml of lysozyme was added. After 10 min at room 
temperature, EDTA was added to 0. 01 M (7). The suspension was 
allowed to incubate at room temperature for 30 min, after which it 
was sonicated for 5 one -min periods at 4 ° C using the #6 power setting 
and the microprobe of the Branson 125 S sonifier (Branson Instruments, 
Inc., Danbury, Conn.). After the sedimentation of the bacterial 
debris, CsCl was added to the supernatant to obtain a solution density 
of 1. 40 gm/ml. These preparations were centrifuged at 40K rpm for 
24 hours at 9° C in the Spinco SW50 rotor. The virus band was with-
drawn from the top of the tube by means of a pasteur pipet and 
propipet. Because of the large amount of bacterial debris in the first 
gradient, the virus were re banded. The virus were collected from the 
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second gradient using a drop collecting device. The purified prepa-
ration was dialyzed against 0. 05 M borate buffer and 10-3 M EDTA to 
remove the CsCl. 
3) cj>Xl 7 4 DNA extraction 
The DNA of cf>Xl 7 4 was isolated by the method of Guthrie and 
Sinsheimer (8). Solid sodium tetraborate and 0. 2 M EDTA were added 
to the virus preparation to increase the concentrations to 0. 1 M and 
0. 02 M, respectively. One volume of hot (70° C) redistilled phenol 
saturated with 0. 05 M borate buffer was added to the virus sample. 
This mixture was shaken on a vortex mixer for 20 to 30 sec, rewarmed 
to 7 0° C, shaken, rewarmed, etc. for a total period of 5 min. The 
emulsion was broken by centrifugation at 7 000 rpm in the Sorvall 
SS-34 rotor for 10 min. The aqueous layer was removed and extracted 
twice more in a similar manner using room temperature phenol. The 
phenol was removed by 6 eight-hour dialyses against 500 volumes of 
SSC/10, 0. 01 M tris, pH 81• 0. As analyzed by b~nd velocity sedimen-
tation (9), the sample contained 90 to 95% circular material. The 
specific activity was 4700 cpm/µg. 
4) Ultracentrifugation 
Sedimentation velocity analyses were performed using preformed 
alkaline Cs Cl gradients in the SW 50 rotor in the Spinco model L 
ultracentrifuge. The gradients were made as follows: A linear 4. 7 5 
ml gradient was established by pumping the products of a linear 
gradient making apparatus through a capillary to the bottom of a 
Spinco polyallomer tube. The density range was 1. 30 to 1. 40 gm/ml. 
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After the gradient had been prepared, 0. 25 ml of a CsCl solution 
having a density of 1. 75 gm/ml was pumped to the bottom of the tube. 
This concentrated CsCl provided a dense pad which slowed down the 
fastest sedimenting material. The two less dense solutions used in the 
gradient maker were 0. 1 M ~HP04 in CsCl, p = 1. 30 and p = L 40 
gm/ml. The dense solution was 0. 1 M K2HP04 in Cs Cl, p = 1. 7 5 gm/ 
ml. The pH of the two less dense solutions was adjusted to the desired 
pH at 20°C by adding 1. ON KOH in 0.1 M K2HP04 and CsCl, p = 1. 30 
and 1. 40 gm/ml, respectively. The pH of the dense solution was 
adjusted at 20° C by adding 5 M KOH. The pH of the alkaline Cs Cl 
velocity gradients was usually 11. 8 5. This pH was high enough to 
cause denaturation and strand separation of nicked molecules and was 
low enough to a void pelleting the denatured, double -stranded molecules 
at the bottom of the tube. The sedimentation velocity of the intact 
double -stranded molecules is extremely pH dependent between pH 11. 6 
and 12. 3. All titrations were done immediately before making the 
gradients. During the titrations and manufacture of the gradients, the 
solutions were under an atmosphere of argon. A Beckman Research 
model pH meter, a general purpose probe glass electrode and a 
calomel reference electrode modified with a ground glass junction (10) 
were used in the titrations. Sample preparations were brought to the 
pH of the experiment and 0. 25 ml or less were layered gently onto the 
surface of the gradient. The sedimentation velocity experiments in 
the Spinco model L were performed at 20±1° C and 45, 000 ± 500 rpm. 
The total centrifugation time for each experiment was 4 hours. This 
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time included the 5 min needed for acceleration but did not include the 
approximately 15 min of non-brake deceleration time. 
5) Pancreatic DNAase treatment of cpXl 7 4 DNA (3, 11) 
The reaction mixture contained 90 µg/ml H3-labeled cpXl 7 4 
circular DNA in 0. 043 M NaCl, 0. 01 M MgC12 , 0. 01 M tris, 41 µg/ml 
BSA and 0. 014 µg/ml of pancreatic DNAase, pH 8. 0. The total 
reaction time was 30 min and the temperature was 20°C. Because of 
the inability to determine enzyme activities at such low concentrations 
with normal procedures, the reaction conditions had to be determined 
empirically. The reaction was allowed to proceed for a period of time, 
an aliquot of the mixture was removed and the remainder of the 
reaction mixture was quickly frozen. 0. 2 M EDTA was then added to 
the aliquot to 0. 05 Mand the number of hits was determined by alkaline 
band sedimentation velocity (12). If the reaction had not gone far 
enough, the reaction mixture was thawed and incubated for an addi-
tional period of time until the desired distribution of products was 
obtained. At this point, the reaction was stopped temporarily either 
by freezing or by adding EDTA. 
6) E. coli phosphodiesterase treatment of cpXl 74 DNA (3) 
The product of the reaction outlined in 5) was thawed and 1 M 
glycine buffer, pH 10. 2, was added to a concentration of 0. 07 M to 
prevent further pancreatic DNAase activity. After the addition of 22 
units of exonuclease I, the reaction volume became 62 µl and contained 
70 µg/ml cpXl 74 DNA in 0. 034 M NaCl, 0. 0078 M MgCl2 , 0. 0078 M tris, 
0. 059 M glycine, 32 µg/ml BSA and 22 units of exonuclease I, pH 9. 8. 
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The reaction time was 2 hours and the temperature was 37° C. The 
reaction was stopped by the addition of 1/6 volume of 0. 2 M EDTA. 
7) Pancreatic DNAase treatment of polyoma DNA (11) 
The reaction mixture contained 9. 6 µg/ml, 100% H3-labeled PY I 
DNA in 0. 04 M NaCl, 0. 0066 M MgC12 , 0. 01 M tris, 33 µg/ml BSA and 
2. 4 x 10-4 µg/ml enzyme, pH 8. 0. The reaction time was 7 hours at 
20° C. As before, the extent of the reaction was determined by alkaline 
band velocity sedimentation. The reaction was terminated by the 
addition of 0. 2 M EDTA to a concentration of 0. 01 M. 
8) E. coli phosphodiesterase treatment of pancreatic DNAase treated 
polyoma DNA (3) 
BSA, 30 mg/ml, was added to the pancreatic DNAase treated 
polyoma DNA. The final BSA concentration was 60 µg/ml. Fifty-five 
µl of 0. 2 N KOH were added and rapidly mixed with 250 µl of the DNA 
preparation. Both solutions ·were at 4 ° C. The resulting solution was 
warmed to room temperature and incubated for 5 min. After recooling 
the sample to 4 ° C, 12. 5 µl of 1 M glycine buffer, pH 9. 0, were added 
as quickly as possible. 8. 5 µl of 0. 2 M MgC12 were then added. Three 
µl of exonuclease I (0. 6 units) were added to one-half the sample, and 
3 µl of SSC/10, 0. 01 M tris were added to the other half . . Both samples 
were incubated for 30 min at 37°C. The pH of the reaction mixture 
was 9. 8 to 10. 0. The latter value was determined in pilot experiments 
with larger volumes of the reagents. The reaction was terminated by 
adding a one-tenth volume of 0. 2 M EDTA. 
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9) Analysis of the alkaline CsCl gradients 
Seven and one-half µl drops were collected from the gradients 
using a piercing device from Buchler Instruments. Alternate 4 drop 
fractions were collected into 0. 5 ml of SSC/10, 0. 01 M tris and 
5 x 10 -
3
M EDTA containing 3 5 µg of calf thymus DNA, and 2 drop frac -
tions were collected on Whatman GF /A filter papers (2. 4 cm diameter) 
in Packard scintillation vials. The filter papers were dried by placing 
the bottles on a hot plate. Ten ml of toluene-PPO-POPOP scintillation 
fluid were added and the tritium counts were determined in a Packard 
Tri-Carb scintillation counter. The contents of the vials containing 
the buffer-calf thymus DNA solution were analyzed for acid precipi-
table counts. One-half ml of 10% trichloroacetic acid (TCA) at 4°C 
was added to each vial. Usually after 10 to 15 min, and never after 
more than 60 min, the precipitated samples were filtered through a 
2% TCA-wetted Whatman GF/A filter using a vacuum apparatus. The 
vial was washed with 5 ml of cold 2% TCA and the filter apparatus was 
washed with 10 ml. The filters were dried and counted as before. 
The background level in the scintillation counting system was 
determined with 4 scintillation vials, each containing 10 ml of scintil-
lation fluid and a Whatman GF/A filter paper upon which 15 µl of 0. 1 M 
~HP04 in CsCl, p = 1. 30 gm/ml and pH 11. 9 had been dried. The test 
vials were counted for a large number of 10 min counting periods. The 
average backgr ound was found to be 16. 35±1. 42 cpm for the polyoma 
DNA experiments. The background level used for the cf>Xl 7 4 DNA 
experiments was 16. 0 cpm. 
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In the radioactivity counting systems used, the change in quench-
ing through the gradient was found to be negligible. 
10) Calculations 
The standard deviations which are given with each percentage 
value in the tables and teA.i represent the statistical deviations in the 
radioactive counting procedure. 
The fraction of a given component present in either a neutral or 
alkaline sedimentation velocity gradient analysis after a random attack 
on a population of double -stranded or single-stranded circular DNA can 
be calculated \Vith the Poisson relation, f (x) = e -µ µx /x ! . f(x) is the 
fraction of DNA remaining having x hits per molecule after a random 
attack of µ hits/molecule, on the average. The distribution in Figure 
la is useful in the analysis of pancreatic DNAase treated closed 
circular, double -stranded DNAs. It may also be used to describe the-
product distribution for circular, singl~ -stranded DNAs after pancre -
atic DNAase attack. Figure 1 b presents the product distribution that 
would be obtained in an alkaline (pH > 11. 8) analysis of circular, 
double-stranded DNA. The formulas of Table 1 were used in con-
structing Figure 1. The figure contains sum ma ti on signs with an 
upper limit of n. Strictly speaking, the upper limit should be oo in 
order to apply Poisson statistics. Of course, both polyoma and ¢Xl 74 
DNA contain a finite number of phosphodiester bonds, 10, 000 and 5000, 
respectively. These numbers are large enough to insure the validity 
of Poisson statistics when each molecule has received only a small 
number of hits. 
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Figure 1. Analysis of hit and intact closed circular DNA. This 
figure was constructed with the formulas given in Table 1. (a) The 
Poisson distribution in Figure la is useful in the analysis of nicked 
circular, duplex DNA or nicked circular, single -stranded DNA. I 
represents the fraction of intact closed circular DNA. IIi is nicked 
circular DNA containing i hits/molecule. (b) Figure lb is useful in 
the alkaline analysis of nicked circular DNA. The symbols used are 
defined in Table 1. The formulas used for the construction of 1 b can 
by derived by applying the Poisson relation to a sample of denatured, 
hit, closed circular DNA. The respective fraction of linear, single -
stranded DNA (16 S) or circular, single-stranded DNA (18 S) can be 
derived by the addition of the respective components present in a 
population of denatured, closed circular DNA molecules containing 





















































































































































































Exonuclease I degrades linear, single-stranded DNA from the 
3 '-OH end of the molecule ( 4, 15). If exonuclease I is added to a 
sample of closed circular polyoma DNA I after successive treatment 
with pancreatic DNAase (1 to 2 hits/molecule), heat denaturation and 
quick cooling, the resulting single-stranded circles (18 S) and double-
stranded closed circles should be resistant to the exonuclease. The 
linear, single-stranded DNA (16 Sand less) should be completely 
digestible if no block to enzyme activity is present in the molecular 
structure. 
The results of Vinograd et al. (13) showed that most of the linear, 
single-stranded DNA (16 Sand less) produced by the denaturation of 
pancreatic DNAase treated polyoma I DNA was digested by exonuclease I 
(see Part I of the thesis). There was, however, a small amount of DNA 
left at the 16 S position in the alkaline CsCl velocity gradients. This 
appeared to indicate that some linear, single-stranded DNA was not 
digestible with exonuclease I. Further experiments with preformed, 
alkaline CsCl velocity gradients in the Spinco model L ultracentrifuge 
supported this observation. Initially this was thought to indicate that 
there might be a block to the action of the enzyme in the molecule. 
However, it became apparent that the explanation was not completely 
satisfactory for the following reasons. (a) The amount of single-
stranded DNA sedimenting at 16 Sin the alkaline CsCl gradient 
was variable depending upon the denaturation method used previous to 
the exonuclease I incubation. (b) The distribution of the degradation 
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products in the gradient was not that expected after digestion of 
linear, single-stranded DNA containing a block to exonuclease I. 
Most of the digested linear, single-stranded DNA either had a very low 
sedimentation coefficient characteristic of the expected mononucleotides 
or sedimented, at 16 S. Very little partially digested single-stranded 
DNA was found with intermediate sedimentation coefficients. If the 
. * block were located at a random position in 1/2 of the molecules 
within a population of 16 S linear ,single-stranded polyoma DNA, we would 
expect that 3/ 4 of the original 16 S DNA would be in the form of acid 
soluble mononucleotides and dinucleotides after exonuclease I digestion. 
The remaining 1/ 4 would be found uniformly distributed with respect 
to molecular length between the top of the gradient and the 16 S position. 
No peak would be expected at the 16 S position. A criterion for the 
presence of a block in one strand of polyoma DNA can be derived from 
the above statements. The conversion by exonuclease I of more than 
3/ 4 of the original 16 S linear, single-stranded DNA to acid soluble 
material provides evidence for the absence of a block to the action of 
the enzyme in either strand of polyoma DNA. 
Experiments with ¢Xl 74 DNA 
Fiers and Sinsheimer (3) had previously indicated that ¢Xl 7 4, a 
circular, single-stranded DNA, has a block to the action of exonuclease I. 
It was felt that experiments with </>Xl 7 4 DNA would provide a control on 
* Polyoma DNA might have a block in only one of the two strands of the 
duplex molecule. This supposition is more difficult to establish than 
one in which polyoma DNA contains a block in each strand. 
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e}qrnriments with polyoma DNA. ¢Xl 7 4 DNA containing more than 95% 
circular molecules was treated with pancreatic DNAase in a limited 
reaction. The distribution of the products of this reaction after sedi-
mentation in a pH 12 CsCl preformed density gradient is shown in 
3 3 
Figure 2a and 2b. Both total H count (Fig. 2a) and acid insoluble H 
count (Fig. 2b)analyses were made upon the material in this gradient. 
Both circular (18 S) and linear (16 S), single-stranded DNAs are 
present. There is also a small amount of DNA sedimenting slower 
than 16 S. In this particular experiment the total count profile and 
the acid precipitable count profile were not completely superimposable. 
A repeat, in part, of this experiment and results from the analytical 
ultracentrifuge indicate that the ratio of 18 S to 16 Sis slightly high 
in the total count profile and slightly low in the acid insoluble count 
profile. It is estimated from the Poisson distribution (Fig. la) that 
the preparation received 0. 6 to 0. 8 hits/molecule from the pancreatic 
DNAase. 
After subjecting the product of the pancreatic DNAase treated 
¢Xl 7 4 to exonuclease I digestion, the sample was analyzed as before 
in a pH 12. 0 CsCl sedimentation velocity gradient. Figure 2c and 2d 
present the total count and acid precipitable count profiles, respectively. 
From Figure 2c, it was calculated that 34. 7 ± 1. 2% of the total counts in 
the gradient are found between fraction 36 and the bottom of the 
gradient. This represents the 18 S circular, single-stranded DNA 
which cannot be digested by exonuclease I. The linear DNA products 
in Figure 2c have to be distinguished from the mononucleotides and 
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Figure 2. Sedimentation velocity profiles of H3- labeled cpXl 7 4 DNA 
in preformed pH 12. 0 CsCl density gradients. The preparation of the 
gradients and details of the enzyme experiments are described in the 
Materials and Methods section of Part III. (a) Total count distribution 
of pancreatic DNAase treated cpXl 74 DNA. (b) Acid precipitable count 
analysis of the gradient shown in (a). ( c) Total count distribution of 
pancreatic DNAase treated ¢X17 4 DNA after digestion with exonuclease 
I. (d) Acid precipitable count analysis of the gradient shown in (c). 
(a) and (b) represent two methods of analysis for the same gradient. 
The same is true for ( c) and ( d). The gradients were centrifuged for 
4 hours at 45, 000 rpm, 20° C, in a Spinco model L ultracentrifuge with 


































































































































































* dinucleotides formed in the reaction which are found between fraction 
70 and the top of the gradient. The results of Figure 2d were normalized 
so that the height of the peak in 2d corresponded to the height of the 
peak in 2c. The curves were superimposed and the cmve for 2d was 
used in the linear DNA analysis of 2c from the top of the gradient down 
to the point of intersection at fraction 70. A very small amount of 
mononucleotides or dinucleotides that may have diffused past fraction 
70 were regarded as linear bNA resistant to exonuclease. The 
mononucleotides or dinucleotides found between fraction 70 and the 
top of the gradient in 2c were determined by subtraction of the linear 
DNA products in this region. The calculations show that 59. 0 ± 1. 6% 
of the counts in the gradient are acid soluble mononucleotides and 
dinucleotides and 6. 3 ± O. 7% of the counts represent single-stranded, 
linear DNA found between fraction 36 and the top of the gradient. 
From the fraction of circular, single-stranded DNA remaining in 
Figure 2c, it was calculated with the Poisson distribution that the 
preparation received approximately 1. 07 ± O. 04 hits/molecule due to 
endonuclease action before and during the exonuclease I digestion. 
Therefore, the preparation received approximately 0. 2 to 0. 4 
endonuclease hits/ molecule during the exonuclease reaction. 
Theoretically, after receiving 1. 07 ± 0. 04 hits, 65. 5 ± 1. 2% of th~ 
DNA should be acid soluble if there is no block in the molecule. 
* It is presumed that the material between fraction 70 and the top of 
the gradient in Figure 2c is in the form of mononucleotides and 
dinucleotides, the normal products of exonuclease I digestion. However, 
the presence of a small quantity of acid soluble polynucleotides in this 
region cannot be ruled out. 
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Although a portion of the endonuclease action occurred during the exo-
nuclease digestion, the calculations were based on the premise that all 
the endonuclease action preceeded the exonuclease digestion. The 
theoretical value of 65. 5 ± 1. 2% is therefore too large because less 
linear DNA is being exposed to the exonuclease activity than would be 
calculated with the value of 1. 07 hits/molecule. This explanation can 
account for the presence of the small fraction of linear DNA found in 
the gradient (6. 3 ± 0. 7%) and for the low fraction of mononucleotides and 
dinucleotides found (59. 0 ± 1. 6%). 
If there is a block to the action of the enzyme in ¢X17 4 DNA, the 
fraction of linear DNA remaining after the exonuclease I digestion can 
be predicted by the application of an equation from Fiers and Sinsheime r 
(3)*. This calculation shows that 27. 0±1. 5% of th,e DNA in Figure 2c 
should be linear after the exonuclease digestion. The calculation is 
performed on the premise that 1. 07 ± 0. 04 endonuclease hits/molecule 
occurred before the exonuclease I digestion. Experimentally, 6. 3 ± 
0. 7% of the product was linear. This result indicates that there is no 
block in ¢X17 4 to the action of exonuclease I. 
The fraction of 16 S linear DNA which would have been found in 
the ¢Xl 7 4 DNA preparation just prior to the exonuclease digestion was 
calculated to be 36 ± 2%. This calculation is made on the premise that 
all the endonuclease activity (1. 07 ± 0. 04 hits/molecule) occurred 
prior to the exonuclease reaction. Because a hypothetical block would 
*If one block were present, the fraction of acid soluble DNA 
after exonuclease digestion would be (µ + e -µ - 1) / µ, the fraction of 
circular DNA would be e -µ, and the fraction of linear DNA would be 
1 -e-Jl-(µ + e-µ-1)/µ. µis the average number of hits/molecule. 
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be found at a random position in a population of 16 S linear ¢Xl 74 DNA, 
only 1/2 of the DNA is potentially digestible with exonuclease I. In the 
present experimental situation, (36 ± 2%)/2 of the 16 S DNA should remain 
linear and non-digestible by exonuclease I if a block is present. This 
is a minimum value because the calculation was performed on the 
premise that all of the 1. 07 hits/molecule occurred before the 
exonuclease I reaction. The value of 6. 3 ± 0. 7% is much less than 
(36 ± 2%)/2. Again, this result indicates that there is no non-
nucleotide block in ¢Xl 7 4 to the action of exonuclease I. The same 
results were obtained when this series of experiments was repeated. 
Experiments with polyoma DNA 
A preparation of polyoma DNA consisting of 100% PY I was 
treated with pancreatic DNAase. The distribution of the products of 
this reaction after sedimentation in a pH 11. 85 CsCl preformed 
density gradient is illustrated in Figures 3a and 3b, which present 
the total count distribution and the corresponding acid precipitable 
count distribution, respectively. There are four classes of components: 
double-stranded cylic coil DNA; circular, single-stranded DNA (18 S); 
linear, single-stranded DNA (16 S); and linear, single-stranded DNA 
slower than 16 S. If exonuclease I were now added to the pancreatic 
DNAase hit polyoma DNA no reaction would occur because this enzyme 
acts only on linear, single-stranded DNA. Such single strands can be 
produced either by thermal denaturation followed by quick cooling or 
by alkaline denaturation and quick neutralization. However, if the 
digestion of the resulting single-stranded DNA is to occur efficiently, 
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Figure 3. Sedimentation velocity distributions of H3 -label~d polyoma 
DNA in preformed pH 11. 8 5 Cs Cl density gradients. The preparation 
of the gradients and details of the enzyme experiments are described 
in the Materials and Methods section of Part ill. (a) Total count 
distribution of pancreatic DNAase treated polyoma DNA. (b) Acid 
precipitable count analysis of the gradient shown in (a). (c) Total 
count distribution of pancreatic DNAase treated polyoma DNA after 
denaturation and digestion with exonuclease I. (d) Acid precipitable 
count analysis of the gradient presented in (c). (a) and (b) represent 
two methods of analysis for the same gradient. The same is true for 
(c) and (d). The gradients were centrifuged for 4 hours at 45, 000 rpm, 
20°C, in a Spinco model L ultracentrifuge with an SW 50 rotor. The 













































































































































































































the denaturation of the nicked molecules must be complete and no 
renaturation can be allowed to occur. If some renaturation does occur, 
the renatured regions might act as blocks to the action of the enzyme. 
For this reason alkaline denaturation followed by quick neutralization 
was the method chosen for producing linear, single-stranded polyoma 
DNA prior to exonuclease I digestion. However, careful control of the 
magnesium concentration was necessary because of the precipitation of 
DNA which occurs in the presence of magnesium at high pH. The 
details of the precipitation reaction are not understood, although it is 
well. .known that denatured DNA binds Mg++ quite strongly at pH 8. 0 (16) 
and that Mg(OH)2 is very insoluble at high pH. 
Following the denaturation of the pancreatic DNAase treated 
polyoma DNA and the digestion of the preparation with exonuclease I, 
a product distribution analysis was performed in a pH 11. 85 CsCl 
3 
sedimentation velocity gradient. The total H count profile and the acid 
3 
precipitable H count profile for this single gradient are shown in 
Figures 3c and 3d, respectively. It appears that most of the linear, 
single-stranded DNA (16 S) has been digested to acid soluble nucleo-
tides. The intact, duplex DNA and circular, single-stranded DNA (18 S) are 
resistant to the acti. on of the enzyme. 
The fraction of each component in each of the four gradient 
patterns in Figure 3 was determined by initially assuming symmetric 
distributions for each of the discrete peaks. Small departures from 
symmetry were sometimes required so that all of the counts in each 
gradient were conserved. Because of the arbitrary nature of this 
procedure, it was necessary to construct alternative resolution 
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patterns to gain some idea of the change in the fraction of a given 
component with a change in the resolution pattern. The dE.monstra-
tion that less than 1/ 4 of the original 16 S material is resistant to 
exonuclease I depends upon the correct calculation and analysis of 
both the 16 S linear, single-stranded DNA present before the exo-
nuclease I digestion and the linear, single-stranded DNA present 
after the exonuclease I digestion. 
In order to determine in Figure 3c the fraction of linear DNA 
resistant to exonuclease I which is derived from the 5' (left) side of 
the randomly located block in a 16 S linear molecule, it was necessary 
to solve two problems. (i) The linear DNA products (Figure 3c) of the 
reaction have to be distinguished from the mononucleotides and di-
nucleotides produced from the digestion of the DNA on the 3' (right) 
side of the block. (ii) The larger linear DNA (16 Sand less) must be 
distinguished from the circular, single-stranded DNA from which it 
does not adequately resolve. 
(i) The results of Figure 3d for the acid insoluble DNA were 
normalized so that the two peak heights in 3d corresponded to the two 
peak heights in 3c. The curves were superimposed and the curve for 
3d was used in the analysis of 3c from the top of the gradient down to 
the point of intersection at fraction 70. A very small amount of 
mononucleotides or dinucleotides that may have diffused past fraction 
7 0 was -regarded as linear DNA resistant to exonuclease. 
(ii) Figure 4 presents the critical part of 3 alternative patterns 
which indicate possible resolutions of the 18 S circular, single-
s tr anded DNA from the linear, single-stranded DNA of 16 S and less 
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Figure 4. Alternative patterns indicating possible resolution of the 
circular, single-stranded DNA of 18 S from the linear, single-stranded 
DNA of 16 Sand slower in Figure 3c. The region between fractions 20 
and 44 of Figure 3 c is presented in Figure 4. The arrows represent 
the 18 S and 16 S positions in the gradient as determined by examination 
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in Figure 3c. Arrows have been placed on the figure representing the 
16 Sand 18 S positions, determined by examination of Figure 3a. 
Table 2 presents the fraction of linear DNA, 16 S and less, present in 
3c depending upon whether alternative 1, 2 or 3 is chosen to be the most 
likely resolution pattern. The results of 3d ar e used in making this 
calculation as is discussed in (i). Examination of Figure 4 reveals 
that alternative 1 is unreasonable in view of L~e position of the 16 S 
material in the gradient. Alternative 3, 5. 2 ± 0. 7%, is close to the 
correct resolution pattern, but alternat ive 2, 5. 5 ± 0. 7%, was adopted 
to increase the difficulty of satisfying the criterion for the absence of 
a block. 
The pattern in Figure 3d was analyzed as in the profile for 3c. 
To express the amount of each component as a percentage of the total 
DNA applied to the gradient> it would have been necessary to know the 
total number of acid soluble counts in addition to the known number of 
acid insoluble counts. Because this was not experimentally feasible, an 
alternative procedure was used. The fraction of counts remaining 
in Figure 3c after subtraction of the mononucleotide and dinucleotide 
counts was multiplied by the fraction of counts present as 16 S and 
smaller linear DNA present in 3d. This product represents an alterna-
tive determination of the quantity of 16 Sand slower DNA present in the 
sample applied to the gradient represented by Figure 3c and 3d. This 
number is 6. 1±0. 5%. It is averaged with the value obtained from 
Figure 3c, 5. 5 ± 0. 4%. The demonstration that less than 1/ 4 of the 
original 16 S material is resistant to exonuclease I depends on the 
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magnitude of this number, which represents the fraction of acid in-
soluble linear DNA resistant to exonuclease I. This value will be 
compared with the fraction of acid insoluble, linear 16 S DNA found 
in the preparation before exonuclease I treatment as explained below. 
Figure 5 illustrates the critical part of three alternative diagrams 
which indicate possible resolutions of the 16 S DNA from the 18 S DNA 
and the remainder of the linear DNA in Figure 3a. Table 3 presents 
the percentage of 16 S DNA determined in each of the three cases. 
Alternative 1 appears to be unreasonable because its shape is unlike 
the isolated bands seen in either preparative or analytical sedimentation 
velocity experiments. Alternatives 2 and 3 appear to be more reason-
able, but again alternative 2, 19. 5 ± 0. 9%, was adopted to increase the 
difficulty of satisfying the criterion. Figure 3b was resolved in a 
similar way. The value obtained for 16 S DNA, 27. 5 ± 0. 7%, was 
averaged with the value obtained in Figure 3a to give a mean of 
28. 3 ± 0. 6%. 
The experimentally deter mined values for the distribution of 
components in the pancreatic DNAase treated polyoma DNA (Figure 3a 
and 3b) and in the exonuclease treated polyoma DNA (Figure 3.c and 
3d) are presented in Table 4. These results are found in columns 1 
and 3, respectively, and include those values the determination of 
which was discussed in detail in the last several paragraphs. If the 
original preparation of polyoma DNA had received 1. 02 hits/molecule, the 
distribution shown in column 2 of Table 4 would be found. The values 
in this column are similar to those found in column 1, indicating that 
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Figure 5. Alternative patter ns indicating possible resolution of the 
16 S linear, single -stranded DNA from the 18 S circular, single-
stranded DNA and from the linear DNA slower than 16 S in Figure 3a. 
The region between fra ctions 24 and 48 is presented in Figure 5. 
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pancreatic DNAase attacked the polyoma DNA in a random fashion. The 
experimentally determined distribution shown in column 3 shows that 
the fraction of intact duplex DNA decreased during the exonuclease I 
digestion. As was noted in the experiments with ¢Xl 7 4, the exonuclease 
I used in the experiments contained some endonuclease activity. This 
endonuclease is able to introduce single strand scissions into ¢Xl 7 4 
DNA and presumably into the single strands of polyoma DNA during the 
exonuclease I digestion. It is not known if the endonuclease activity 
introduces single or double strand scissions into intact double -stranded 
polyoma DNA during the exonuclease digestion. The effect of the endo-
nuclease on the results can be evaluated by calculating the effect of the 
endonuclease on each component. The fraction of linear DNA remaining 
after exonuclease I digestion, 5. 9 ± 0. 4%, cannot be compared with the 
fraction of 16 S DNA present before exonuclease I, 28. 3 ± 0. 5%, until the 
effect of the endonuclease on the system is evaluated. 
We now assume that the endonuclease activity introduced single 
strand scissions in both the double - and single -stranded DNA and that 
the pancreatic DNAase treated polyoma DNA sample contained 100 mass 
units. The effect of the endonuclease upon the results when it intro-
duces double strand scissions into the intact duplex DNA and single 
strand scissions into single -stranded DNA will be discussed later. 
(A) Prior to exonuclease I digestion, 36. 1 ± 0. 7 mass units of 
intact duplex DNA were present (see Table 4). After exonuclease I 
digestion, 27. 3 ± 0. 7 mass units of duplex DNA were present, with 
8. 8±1. 0 mass units having received one or more scissions. This 
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degradation corresponds to 0. 28 ± 0. 05 endolytic hits/molecule which 
would produce 4. 4 ± 0. 6 mass units of linear, single-stranded DNA (16 Sh 
4. 0 :J: 0. 6 mass units of circular, single-stranded DNA (18 S), and 
0. 3 ± 0. 1 mass units of DNA slower than 16 S during the exonuclease I 
digestion. The assumption is made that none of the endolytically hit 
double-stranded molecules are available for exonuclease I digestion 
because they remain double-stranded throughout the exonuclease I 
reaction. 
(B) The original 22. 6 ± 0. 5 mass units of circular, single strands 
(18 S) in Figure 3a are seen to decrease to 16. 4 ± 0. 5 mass units after 
exonuclease I digestion. Since 4. 0 ± 0. 6 mass units have been added due 
to the endolytic attack on the intact double strands, we conclude that 
10. 2 ± 0. 9 mass units of the original 22. 6 ± 0. 5 mass units have been 
converted to linear molecules during the exonuclease I digestion. 
From this one can calculate trat the intact, circular, single strands 
received 0. 61±0. 07 endolytic hits/molecule during the exonuclease 
reaction. Of the 10. 2 ± 0. 9 mass units converted to linear molecules, 
7. 4 ± 0. 4 have received only one hit, converting them to linear 
molecules of 16 S. We now make the assumption that all the linear, 
single-stranded DNA produced by endolytic activity during the 
exonuclease I digestion was available to the exonuclease at the 
beginning of the digestion period. 
(C) It was calculated, assuming 0. 61±0. 07 endolytic hits per 
16 S linear DNA, that 15. 5±1. 2 mass units of the original 16 S linear, 
single-stranded DNA (28. 3 ± 0. 6 mass units) would remain intact 
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after the endonuclease action. The remainder of the 28. 3 ± 0. 5 mass 
units received one or more hits. 
(D) The total number of intact 16 S linear DNA available to exo-
nuclease I digestion, with the s t ringent assumption that all endonuclease 
action preceeded the exonuclease I digestion, is 7. 4 ± 0. 4 plus 15. 5 ± 1. 2 
mass units. We now restate our criterion that less than 1/4 of the 
available, 16 S linear, single -stranded DNA should remain as linear 
DNA between the 16 S position and the meniscus in the gradient if the 
non-existence of blocks in each strand is to be established. 
(E) As calculated earlier, 5. 9 ± 0. 4 mass units of linear DNA 
were found between the 16 S position and the top of the gradient. We 
remember that 4. 4 ± 0. 6 mass units of 16 S linear, single-stranded 
DNA plus 0. 3 :i: 0. 1 mass units of linear DNA slower than 16 S were 
produced by endonuclease action on the duplex DNA. At no time was 
this DNA available to the exonuclease I action as single -stranded DNA . . 
The linear DNA must be present between the 16 S position and the top 
of the gradient in Figure 3c. If the total of 4. 7 :L 0. 6 mass units of 16 S 
and slower single -stranded DNA is subtracted from 5. 9 ± 0. 4 mass 
units of 16 Sand slower, single-stranded DNA, we obtain 1. 2 ± 0. 7 
mass units. This represents the number of mass units of linear DNA 
not digestible by exonuclease I. This is less than 1/ 4 of the intact, 16 S 
single-stranded DNA, 22. 9±1. 3, obtained in (D). We conclude that 
there is no non-nucleotide linker in either strand of polyoma DNA. 
At several places in the above calculations, we have made 
simplifying assumptions which have reduced the amount of intact 16 S 
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single-stranded DNA by significant, although difficult to evakate 
amounts. The effect of these assumptions is to have made the criterion 
for the absence of a block more stringent. 
We now assume that the endolytic activity introduced double strand 
scissions into the double-stranded DNA and single strand scissions into 
the single-stranded DNA during the exonuclease I digestion. As before, 
it is assumed that all the linear, single-stranded DNA produced by 
endolytic activity during the exonuclease I digestion was available to the 
exonuclease at the beginning of the digestion. An analysis similar to 
the previous one showed that a total of 25. 9 ± 1. 0 mass units of 16 S 
linear, single-stranded DNA were available to exonuclease I digestion. 
The amount of linear DNA present in Figure 3c is calculated to be 
5. 9 ± 0. 4 mass units. The action of the endonuclease on the intact 
duplex DNA would produce 8. 8±1. 0 mass units of 16 Sand slower 
linear DNA not available to exonuclease at any time during the digestion 
period. The value obtained by subtracting 8. 8 ± 1. 0 mass units from 
5. 9 ± O. 4 mass units, -2. 9 ± 1. 1 mass units, represents the number of 
linear, single-stranded DNA mass units which are not digestible with 
exonuclease I. Although this number is negative, the error values in-
volved make it close to zeroe We again conclude that there is no non-
nucleotide linker in poly om a DNA. 
Chemical reducing agents also produce single strand scissions 
in polyoma closed circular DNA (13). The action of exonuclease I 
on polyoma DNA randomly hit by an unknown chemical reducing agent 
during storage produced results similar to those shown here. These 
results indicate that the unknown reducing agent introduced phospho-
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diester scissions leaving 3 '-OH groups. If this were not the case, 
the digestion of these denatured molecules by exonuclease I would 
not have occurred .. 
The endonuclease problem was much more serious when the 
exonuclease I sample' was used in great excess. In this case, the 
exonuclease digested all the linear, single-stranded DNA present 
in the reaction. The products of the endonuclease-hit double-stranded 
DNA produced, upon alkaline sedimentation, a peak at the 16 S 
position and a large reduction in the amount of intact double-stranded 
DNA remaining. These results demonstrate conclusively that the 
endonuclease activity is not just pancreatic DNAase activity remaining 
from the original pancreatic DNAase treatment. 
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DISCUSSION 
The evidence presented indicates that neither polyoma DNA nor 
¢Xl 7 4 DNA contains any non-nucleotide blocks to the action of 
exonuclease I. This enzyme was kindly supplied to us by Prof. I. R. 
Lehman who has described its isolation and properties (4). Further 
studies on the specificity have been reported by Lehman and 
Nussbaum (15 ). The interpretation of our results depends entirely 
on the specificity of this enzyme. The enzyme digests single-stranded 
DNA starting at a free 3 '-OH end. If the enzyme were to start at both ends 
of the linear, single-stranded DNA, the results would be meaningless. 
However, exonuclease I does have a definite specificity, and no exo-
nuclease of E. coli is known that starts at the 5' -P04 end of single-
stranded DNA. 
The results obtained for the quantity of linear, single-stranded 
DNA remaining in either the </>Xl 7 4 or the polyoma DNA preparations 
after the exonuclease I digestion depend critically upon the subtraction 
of an accurately determined background in the scintillation counter. 
In the analysis, we had to sum the results of a large number of low 
activity samples. Four samples,analogous to those counted in the 
experiment but containing no DNA, were prepared and counted in 
four sample vials. The background subtraction was then determined 
with an accuracy of about 10%. Component resolution is difficult with 
the graphical representation of the count distributions. This 
resolution, which involves subjective procedures, was carried out 
as described earlier so as to err in a direction which would make the 
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test for a linker more stringent. The standard deviations in the tables 
and text represent deviations due only to the statistical deviations in 
the radioactive counting. 
It may be argued that if pancreatic DNAase attacks either 
polyoma or ¢Xl 7 4 DNA in a non-random fashion, for example directly 
on the 5' or left side of the linker, the exonuclease would be able to 
digest all the linear DNA. It seems likely that this enzyme is acting 
in a random manner (14, 17). If the enzyme were preferentially 
introducing a single strand break at only one point in each polyoma 
duplex DNA molecule, the distribution of products would not correspond 
to that predicted with the Poisson relation. It was found, however, that 
the product distribution did correspond to the result calculated with 
the Poisson. For a duplex molecule with only one sensitive site, equal 
amounts of single-stranded circles (18 S) and single-stranded linears 
(16 S) and no linears slower than 16 S would occur. In an analogous 
way, no short ( < 113 S) DNA would be found in ¢Xl 74 DNA preparations. 
Similar arguments of this type can be made if more than one special 
susceptible attacking site on either polyoma or ¢X17 4 DNA is postulated. 
It has been reported that purine-3 '-P-5 '-pyrimidine linkages 
have a higher probability of being attacked than other linkages (18, 19, 20). 
It is felt that such linkages will be randomly found throughout the 
molecule so that the mode of action of the pancreatic DNAase can be 
characterized as essentially random with respect to position of the 
sites in the molecule. 
The results of Mitra et al. (21) provide no support for the presence 
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of a linker in M 13, a phage related to c/>Xl 74, although, as they state, 
their evidence does not eliminate the possibility. 
It is difficult to assess the results of Fiers and Sinsheim er (3) 
because their experimental conditions were somewhat different from 
those reported here. The DNA concentration in their exonuclease I 
mixture was twice that used in the present experiments and, in addition, 
a smaller amount of enzyme was used. As suggested by Dr. Sinsheimer, 
the higher DNA concentration might allow some type of intermolecular 
concentration dependent binding to occur between two complementary 
regions in the two non-complementary molecules. Such a duplex region 
would constitute a block. 
On the basis of some inconsistencies found in structural and 
compositional studies of DNA, Bendich and Rosenkranz have proposed 
that DNA (at least in some species) contains approximately one serine 
residue for every 500 tolOOO nucleotides. This serine residue might 
be inserted in the main polynucleotide chain of DNA, presumably by 
an amino acid ester linkage to the 3' carbon of a nucleotide (1 ). This 
would mean that polyoma DNA might contain 10 to 20 serine residues 
and </>Xl 7 4 DNA might contain 10 serine residues. If these were 
acting as blocks to the action of exonuclease I, very little DNA would 
be digestible after a limited pancreatic DNAase aUacko It is unlikely 
that exonuclease I would proceed through these residues if they were 
in the main polynucleotide chain, for it is know:µ that the presence of 
an acetyl group at the 3 '-OH terminus of a deoxyribo-oligonucleotide 
blocks the action of the enzyme on this particular substrate (15). 
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In conclusion, it seems unlikely that polyoma DNA and </>Xl 7 4 DNA 
contain any non-nucleotide linkers. 
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PART IV 
A DYE-BUOYANT DENSITY METHOD FOR THE 
ISOLATION OF CLOSED CIRCULAR DNA; 




A buoyant density method for the isolation and detection of 
closed circular DNA has been developed. The method is based on the 
reduced binding of the intercalating dye, ethidium bromide, by closed 
circular DNA. An investigation utilizing this method has shown that 
HeLa cells contain (a) closed circular mitochondrial DNA of mean 
length 4. 81 microns, (b) a heterogeneous group of smaller DNA 
molecules which vary in circumfe:tence from 0. 2 to 3. 5 microns, and 
(c) a paucidisperse group of multiples of the mitochondrial length. 
The following publication has been inserted into the thesis in its 
published form. Due to space limitations in the publishing journal, 
several methodological and experimental results had to be omitted in 
the final form of the paper. These will be presented and discussed 
following the publication. 
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A DYE-BUOYANT-DEl\TSI'J'Y METHOD FOR TI!E DETECTION AND 
ISOLATION OF CLOSED CIRCULAR DUPLEX DNA: THE CLOSED 
CIRCULAR DNA IN 1-IELA CELLS* 
BY RoGEH RADLOFF, vVILLIA?vI l3Al7ER, A::\D JERO:.IE VINOGRAD 
NOTil\[AN w. CIIU11.CH LABOfiATOTIY Fon CHBMICAL BIOLOGY, t 
CALIFOH~IA IC\STITUTB OF TECHNOLOGY, PASADENA 
Co11iinunicalcd by James Bonner, March 2, 1967 
Cov;dently clu::;cd circular duplex DNA's arc now known to be \\·idespread 
among living organisms. This DXA strudure, originally identified in polyoma 
viral Df\A, 1 · 2 has been assigned to the mitochondrial DNA's in ox 3 and sheep 
heart, 4 in mouse and chicken liver, 3 and in unfertilized sea urchin egg. 5 The animal 
viral Di\'A's-polyoma, SV40, 6 rabbit7 and human8 papilloma-the intracellular 
forms of the bacterial vir~1.l DI\A's-¢Xl 74, 9 • 10 lambda, 11 • 12 .i.\1[13, 13 and P22 14-and 
a bacterial plasmid DXA, the colicinogenic factor E 2, 15 have all been shown to 
exist as closed circular duplexes. Other mitochondrial DNA's 16• 17 and a portion of 
the DNA from boar sperm 18 have been reported to be circular, but as yet have 
not be~n shown to be covalently closed. 
The-· physicochcmical properties of closed circular D.:\f A differ in several re-
spects from those of linear DNA or of circular DNA containing one or more singlc-
strand scissions.19 The resistance to denatur::ition, 2 • 20 the sedimentation velocity 
in neutral and alkaline solution, and the buoyant density in alkaline solution are 
all enhanced in the closed circular molecules. These three effects are a direct 
consequence of the topological requirement that the number of interstrand cross-
overs must remain constant in the closed molecule. 
The principal methods currently used for the detection and the isolation of 
closed circular DNA are based on the first two general properties. In this com-
munication we describe a method based on the buoyant behavior of closed circular 
DN'A in the presence of intercalating dyes. 
The binding of intercalative dyes has recently been shown to cause a partial 
unwinding of the duplex structure in closed circular DKA. 22 - 24 In such molecules 
any unwinding of the duplex causes a change in the number of superhelical turns, 
so that the total number of turns in the molecule remains constant. A small and 
critical amount of dye-binding reduces the number of superhelical turns to zero. 
Further dye-binding results in the formation of superhelices of the opposite sign 
or handedness. The creation of these new superhelices introduces mechanical 
stresses into the duplex and a more ordered conformation into the molecule. These 
effects increase the free energy of formation of the DNA-dye complex. The max-
imum amount of dye that can be bound by the closed molecule is therefore smaller 
than by the linear or nicked circular molecule. Correspondingly, since the buoyant 
density of the DNA-dye complex23• 25 is inversely related to the amount of dye 
bound, the buoyant density of the closed circular DNA-dye complex at saturation 
i::; greater than that of the linear or nicked circular DNA-dye complex. 23 Bauer and 
Vinograd have shown that the above effect results in a buoyant density difference 
of approximately 0.04 gm/ml in CsCl containing saturating amounts of ethidium 
bromide, an intercalating dye extensively studied by Waring26 and Le Pecq. 27 
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The method has been tested with known mixtures of nicked and closed circulnr 
viral D:\A's, and has been used to isolate closed circular D::JA from the mito-
chcmdrial fraction of HeLa cells and from ext racts of whole HeLa cells. 
J!al erials and M elhocls .-Preparal£on of Ii eLa cell cxlracls : IIcLa S3 celb were grown on Petri 
d ishes in En.glc's med ium containing 10% calf scrum. ll3- thymidinc, 18 c/mmolc, was obtained 
from the ~cw Enghnd Ku clcnr Corpora tion . Ten µ. C per ml of medium were added to each plate 
:20 hr before t he cclb were harvested . After washing wi th isotonic buff er and decanting, the cells 
were treated by the met hod described by ITirV8 fo r the scpa.rn.tion of pol yo ma. DNA from nuclear 
DNA. Approximately 2 ml of O.G % sod ium <locl ccy lsulphatc (SDS), in 0.01 M cLhyle11cdiami11c-
tct.rn.n.cctn.tc (EDTA), 0 .01 ill tr is, pTI S, were added to the plates. Afler ;;o min at room temp-
era ture, the viscous extracts were genLly scraped from the phtes wi i,h a. rnbber policeman and 
tra nsferred with n. wiclcmout.h pipet to a centrifuge lube. Either ;'j l1! ~aCl or 7 .1[ CsCI w:ls 
then n.ddcd with gentle mixi11g to a final sal1:, concentration of 1 M. The resullin g sol u t ion w:ls 
cooled lo ·1° n.11<l cc11triiugecl for 15 min at 17, COO X (Jin a Servall preparative ul Lrace11 t rifugc. T he 
supernata nt solut ion was dialyz;ed at 4° overnight against two changes of 0.0 1 M EDTA, 0.01 M 
t ris, pH S buffer in order to remove 1l3-thymid ine . T he mitochondria from IIeL.'.1 cells were iso-
btcd by differential centrifugat ion of an homogenate fo llowed by banding in a sucrose grad ient. 
Prcparalio n of viral DJ'lil: Polyoma viral DNA was prepared n.s described previously. 19 The 
int.rncellula.r lambda D:N Aw~ kindly supplied by John Kiger and E.T. Young, II, of the Biology 
D ivision. 
Chemicals: The ethidit1m brom ide was ob tained a.:; a gift from Boot:; Pure Drug Co., L td., 
K oLtingham, England. Harsh ;1w optical grade cc:sium was used. The SDS was obtained fro m 
:\Iatheson Company. All other chemicals were of reagent gra,<le. 
Preparalive 1Lllracenlrif1•gal£on: The experiments were performed in S\V50 rotors in a Beckman 
Spinco model L preparative ul tracentri fuge at 20°C. The CsCl solutions, in either cellu lose 
ni trate or polyallomer tubes, were overlaid wi th light mineral oil. After centri fugation, the tubes 
were f rnct ionated with a drop-collection unit obtained from B uchler Instrnments. The drops 
were collected in small vials or on \Vhatm an gla.ss-fiber OF /A filters. The dried filte rs were im-
mersed in 10 ml of toluene-PPO-POPOP, and the samples were counted in a Packard Tri-Carb 
scin tilla t ion counter. 
E leclron m£croscop y: Specimens for electron microscopy were prepared by the method of 
E:leinschmid t a nd Zahn29 and were examined in a Phillips EM200 electron microscope. All 
electron rnicrographs were made at a magnification of X 5054. The magn ifica tion factor wm; 
checked wi th a grating replica . Cytochrome c was obtained from the Califo rnia Biochemical 
Corporation. 
F luorescence: Prior to drop collection, the centrifuge tubes were examined in a darkened room 
wi th 3G5 mµ. light from a Mineral Light Lamp or preferably from a "Trnnsilluminator" supplied 
by Ultraviolet Products, Inc., San Gabriel, California. The tubes were photographed on P olaroid 
ty pe-14GL film through a "contrast filte r" from u ltraviolet Products, Inc. The fluorescence 
measurements were performed wi th a double-monochromator apparatus con::;tructed in thi::i 
laboratory by W. Galley and :N . Davidson. The instrument was calibrated wi th solutions of 
ethidium bromide (5 X io- 3 to 1.0 µ.g/ml ) in calf thymus DNA, 20 µ.g /ml, 1 ilf CsCl. The in-
tensity of fluorescence was measured at 590 mµ. wi th an exciting wavelength of 548 mµ. . 30 
Results.-Selection of initial dye concentration, cesium, chloride concentration, and 
centrifugation ·variables: The conditions for the experiments in the swinging-
bucket rotor in the model L ultracentrifuge were selected with the object of ob..: 
taining separations simibr to those obtained at equilibrium within a reasonable 
period of time. At equilibrium, the separation between components is approxi-
mately constant at initial dye concentrations between 50 and 100 µg/ ml. 23 At 
these dye levels the buoyant densities are between 1.57 and l.G2 gm/ ml. Figure 
1 presents the dye and density distributions in CsCl solutions centrifuged for 24 and 
48 hours. The initial dye concentration in both ·cases was found at a distance from 
the meniscus corresponding to four-tenths the length of the liquid column. In 
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FRACTION NUMBER 
96 ° 
Fir.. 1.- Dcnsit.y :me! dye disLributinns in C::;Cl 
dcnsily gra.cl icnt column::;, 3.00 ml l.:);)0 gm/ ml 
CsCl, JOO µg / rnl cth icli1 1m bromide, 24 (o, A) and 
48 (0, L.) hr at 43 krpm i11 a 8W 50 rotor at 20° . 
this region of the cell, t he time depen-
dence of the dye c.:011centratio11 is milli-
mal, and the constant density gradient 
is equal to approximately ~G..10 gm/ 
cm 4 • 
Results wilh purified niixlures of 
nicked and closed circular DNA: Fig-
ure 2 presents the resul ts obtained 
with 1.5 µg of triti ated polyomi1 DN"A. 
Substantially complete resolution was 
obtained wit h this DNA \rhich has a 
molecular weight of three million dal-
tons. Since the fract ional amount of 
closed circular material corresponded 
to the fraction obtained in analytical 
sed imentation velocity analyses, 21 it is concluded that single-strand scissions did 
not occur durill g t he course of t he experiments. An experiment in which the 
DXA was contained in a t hin lamella, at the top of the liquid column was performed 
to test the effect of the initial DNA distribut ion. The results were substantially 
the same as those obtained when the D:KA was uni formly distributed in the CsCl 
solution. 
The results obtained with a mixture of approximately GO µg of covalently closed 
and nicked circular lambda DNA, mol wt = 3 X 107, are presented in Figure 3. 
3200 r-r--,--T -·...---r---r--:--o--r-ml 
E 2400 
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FrG. 2.-A mixture of purified polyoma 
Dl\'A I and II 1.5 µgin buoyant CsCJ, 3.00 ml 
1..56G gm/ml CsCl, 100 µg/ml ethid ium bro-
mide, 24 hr at 43 krpm, 20° . The band 
maximn were separated by 12 frncti ons (four 
7.5-µ l drops per fraction). The buoyant den-
si t ics of I and II are 1.588 and 1.5.53 gm/ml, 
respectively. The sample contains 303 I as 
indicated above compared with 323 by 
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FIG. 3.-A mixture of purified intracellular 
lambda DNA I and II, 3.00 ml 1.55 gm/ml 
C::;Cl, 100 µg/ml ethidium bromide, 24 hr at 
43 krprn , 20° . The centroids are f;Cparated by 
9.5 fra ctions a11d 0.31 ml. Component I 
a ccounts fo r 1G % of the total counts. 
In this experiment, the nicked ci rcular DNA formed a band of rebtively high 
viscosity that may have distorted and broadened the light band during drop col-
lection. An experiment to determine the effect of ethidium bromide on the proto-
plast assay for lambda DNA32 was performed in collaboration with J. Kiger and E. 
T. Young, II. It was found that linear lambda had a normal titer when diluted 
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by a factor of 1000 from [\, sol ution cont:ti ning ethicliurn bromide and c~c1 at the 
conce11trations \\·hi ch occur at band center. 
Dc!ccl'ion of DNA uu alisorliancc, jluorcsccnce, and scinliLLalion counting: Th e 
data in Figures 2 a11d 3 were obtained by scintillation counting of dried filter papers 
containing dye, cesium chloride, :.incl Libeled D.:.JA. To examine the effect of the 
prc::;ence of the dye upon counting efficiency, a series of sixteen ;)0-µl samples of I-l3-
thymicli11e in a 1.55 gm/ml CsCl solution containing ethiclium bromide in con-
centrations varying from 0 to 28G µg/ml were counted. The relative counting 
eiiiciency decreased linearly with a least-squares slope of 8 .G X 10-4 ml/ µg. The 
dye gradient thus caused a difference of 1 per cent in relative cou11ti11g efficiency 
between the two bands in Figure 2, while the dye depressed the relative counting 
efficiency by 8 per cent. 
lled bands containing about 5 µg of DXA can be observed visual ly in the centri-
fuge tube . If an adequ:1,te amount of DXA is present, the fractionated gradient 
may be assayed spectrophotometrically at 2GO mµ. At saturation, the increase in 
absorbance caused by dye-binding is about 40 per cent with linear DNA and about 
20 per cent with closed circular D?\A. 
The photograph in Figure 4 shows the fluorescent emission from two DNA bands. 
The fluorescence from DNA in amounts as low as 0.5 µg per band are detectable 
visually. Since the sep:Lration between the two bands corresponds reliably to 0.30-
0.36 ml, it was possible to use the fluorescent, less dense band as a marker to locate 
closed circular DNA present in amounts below the limit of detectabi lity by spec-
troscopic or radioactive procedures . The method is thus especially suitable for 
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FIG . 4.- A mixture of 
pmif-icd polyoma DNA I and 
1 r J ;).()() ml, 1.558 gm/ml 
C,,;C l, J 00 µg/ml ethi<lium 
lirnmide, 48 hr at 43 krpm, 
20°. (a) The band maximn, 
arc i:;c pn,rnted by 12 fra,ctions 
and o.:-rn ml. The calculated 
ln1oya11t densities are 1.502 
and l..S56 gm/ml. (b) A 
photograph of the centrifoge 
Lube prior to drop collection . 
The tube contains a total 
of 4 µg of DNA, and 0.64 
µg of component I. 
Renwval of elhidiwn br01nide fr01n DNA solutions: It is often desir:1,ble to remove 
the dye quantitatively from a D::'\A sample. This was accomplished in a single 
passage of 1.0 ml of polyoma I DNA (40 µg/ml Dl\A, 100 µg/ml dye, 1 M CsCl) 
through a 0.8 X 4.5-cm column of analytical grade Dowex-50 resin. The fractions 
containing DNA ·were consolidated and were found to contain less than 1 X 10 - 2 
µg dye in a fluorometric analysis. 
Isolation of closed circular DNA from H 3-thyniidine-labeled H eLa cells: H<;!la cell 
monolayers in Petri dishes containing 107 cells were treated with SDS by the pro-
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c~dure described by Hir t .28 The resul ts obtained when the extract was purposely 
sheared :i.11d when the shear ,,· a::; minimized (Figs. 5a and b) show that t he relat ive 
arnoun t of materi a l in t he lighL band was decreased when shear was mi11imi2e<l . 
The dense band in Figure 5a is clearly con taminated by material from the light 
band and reprocessing t he dense band in a second CsCl-dye gradient would be 
necessary to obtain resolved bands. 
Electron-microscope exwnination of the circular DNA in the dense band of II eLa cell 
extracts: Examination of electron mi crographs of specimens prepared from frac-
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FIG. 5.-Buoyan t-dcnsity pro files from 
ext racts of whole HeLa cells, prepared as 
described in the text. Cent rifuge condi-
tions were the same as in Fig. 2. (a) D~A 
ext ract sheared durin g preparation. (b ) 
DNA ex tract prepared with minimum 
shear. (c) Prepared with minimum shear 
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per cent of distinguishably linear DNA. The light band contained long linear 
DNA. The dense band contained an army of circles in three size groups : a homo-
geneous group of molecules with a mean length of 4.81 ± SE 0.24 microns; a 
heterogeneous population with lengths from 0.2 to 3.5 microns; and a paucidisperse 
set 2-4 times the length of the DNA in the homogeneous group. Figure 6 presents 
microgr[Lphs selected to illustrate the three size classes, and Figure 7 shows the 
frequency distribution among the first two groups. A survey of several hundred 
molecules on sparsely populated specimen grids revealed that the frequencies of 
the small and the large size classes were each about one-tenth the frequency of the 
homogeneous size class. In the large size class, the dimers were observed more 
frequently than the trimers or tetramers. The DNA from mitochondria isolat ed 
from HeLa cells consisted principally of molecules in the homogeneous size group. 
We conclude, therefore, that the homogeneous size class in Figure 7 is of mito 
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chondrial origin. Small circubr DXA'::; were not observed m significant n.mounts 
in the })l"eparar.ion of Dl\A from t.he i::;olated mi tochondria . 
Discussion.-The method described in this paper has proved to be a, simple and 
direct procedure for obtainin g closed circular D~A from extracts of whole cells 
and cell fractions . I 'he method employs chemically mild conditions ; single-
strn.nd scissions n,re not introduced hy intcr:ict ion with the dye, nor is there any 
permanent rearrangement of the DXA structure. All the steps of the separation 
Fw. G.-Eleclron micrngraphs of circula r DKA f ro ;. ~ 1TeLa cells. Fractions 33-3G 
from the dense band in Fig. Sc were pooled and used ; ;1 the specimen preparations. 
The top photographs present selected molecules of the small size range. The number 
in each insert gives the leng th in microns of the molecule. The first two molecules 
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Fm . 7.-Frequency distribu t ion of lengths of circular DN' A isolated from 
the IIeLa cell band referred to in the legend for Fig. 6. (a) A cumulative fre-
quency dis t ribution of lengths of molce1ile:-; in the subrnitochondrial size class. 
(/J) A histogram of the di:::;tribution of lengths of molecule:::; in the mitochondrial 
size class. 
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arc carried out at room temperat ure, or below, and at neutral pH . In the cxpcri-
lrl\.!Jlt~ pcrfnnn cd r;o fa r, the maximwn :mwunt of D ... 1 A introduced in a single tube 
was 1:25 µg of polyoma Dl\A. 
It has become clear, in the course of this ini tial study of the closed ci rcular DN°A 
in mali gnant human cells, that a portion of the mitochondrial D XA in HcLa cells 
is in the form of closed duplexes. These circular molecules a rc similar in fo rm, 
siic, and homogeneity to the mitochondrial DNA's from invertebrate and verte-
brate species previously investigated. 3 - 5 • i G. 17 
The heterogeneous group of small molecules, 0.2-3 .5' microns , arc to be compared 
with the size range, 0.5-1 G.8 microns, reported by Hot ta and J3asscl1 8 to be present 
in preparations of unfractionatcd boar sperm Dl'\A. The conclusion that the 
small circles, seen in ou r electron microgr;1phs, represent DX.A molecules rests on 
three observations. (1) T he small ci rcles were found at the same level in a CsCl-
dyc gradient as were the closed circular mitochondrial D::\"A molecules. (2) The 
grain pattern of the shadowed metal on the small circles viewed at a magnification 
of 1 X 10·1 was indistinguishable from the pattern on mitochondrial DNA molecules 
in t he same field. (3) The small circles were seen only very infrequent ly in DXA 
prepar:1tions from isolated HcLa cell mitochondria. It is thus unlikely that t he 
small circles a rise from :1n artifact in the electron-microscope procedure. A more 
definitive characterization of these small D~A. molecules, which can code fo r only 
200-3500 amino acid residues, requires the preparation of larger quantities of ma-
t erial The frequency of occurrence of the small molecules in the SDS extracts 
"·e have studied does not necessarily represent the frequency of occurrence in the 
HeLn, cell. It is emphasized here that the dye-buoyant met hod segregates only 
closed circular duplexes. ::.Vlolecule:::; that contain even one single-strand scission, 
for whatever reason, find thei r way to the less dense band and, in whole cell extracts, 
intermingle with the large excess of linear DXA. 
The larger-size circles, which were also seen at a frequency of about 10 per cent 
relative to mitochondrial DNA in the dense band, are clearly multiples of the mi to-
chondrial length. The mean lengths from measurements of 43 double-length 
circles and a smaller number of larger multiples were 9.5G ± 0.42, 14.l ± 0.4, and 
rn.s ± 1.1 microns. we have so far not found a fully extended large circle. ?\or 
have we found, in the several large circles which contain infrequent crossovers, 
any one which could not have arisen from a pairing of two or more mitochondri8.l 
molecules. An investigation of t he significance of these multiple-size circles in 
HeLa DNA is in progress . N ass 17 has reported measurements of multiple lengths 
of mi tochondrial molecules liberated from mitochondria by osmotic shock during 
specimen preparation. She attributed the multiples to the superposition of DXA 
molecules which originated from single mitochondria. 
Summary.-A buoyant-density method fo r t he isolation and detection of closed 
ci rcular DNA is described. The method is based on the reduced binding of the 
intercalating dye, ethidium bromide, by closed circular DNA. In an application 
of this method we have found that HeLa cells contain, in addition to closed circular 
mitochondrial DNA of mean length , 4 .Sl microns, a heterogeneous group of smaller 
DXA molecules which vary in size from 0.2 to 3.5 microns and a paucidisperse 
group of multiples of the mitochondrial length. 
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Nole added -in proof : That double-leng th closed mi tochondrial D.:\' A molecule::; <lo occur ha::; 
bee n shown by D. Cbyt on in this labora tory wiLli prepara.1 ic;ns from leucocy 1,es ob tained from 
the bl()o<l of a donor with chronic gr[l. lllilocy t ic leukemia. Circular D~ A molecule::; free of crm;::;-
over::; an<l of twice the mitocho11<lrial length were ob::;erve<l in electron micrograph::;. 
It i::; a plen.::;ure to thank J . Illlberm[l.n for providing us with t he lu.beled IIeLa cells; J. Kiger 
an<l E.T. Young, II, for their gift of closed circular lambda DNA a 11 <l for allowing us to quote 
Lheir unpubli ::; hetl analysis; G. ALLardi for advice and a::;::; i::;tance in Llrn preparation of HeLa mi to-
chondria; L . W en1,el and J. Eden for Lheir assistance in the culture of the polyomn, virus; R Wa t-
::;on for hi::; several Lechnical contributions; and R. Kent for a::;::;i::;tance in the preparntion of the 
nu1nu::;cript. 
*This work was suppor ted in part by grants IIE 03304 and CA 08014 from the U.S . Public 
IIealt.h Service and by fellowship::; from the U.S . Public Health Service and the National Science 
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Erratum 
The following change should be made on the top of page 1516 
of the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences U.S. : 
. . . , and the constant density gradient is equal to approximately 
0. 10 [not 0. 01 0] gm/cm
4
• • • • 
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ADDITIONAL METHODS 
1) The use of sarcosyl NL 30 
Sarcosyl NL 30 was tested as a possible alternative to sodium 
dodecyl sulfate (SDS) in the nucleic acid extraction procedure 
described in the publication. The solubility of this detergent in high 
molarity CsCl was thought to be a useful characteristic. It was found, 
however, that the presence of either SDS or sarcosyl in the dye-CsCl 
gradients was not tolerable since the micelles bind a large amount of 
dye. Cesium-SDS is relatively insoluble and forms a skin at the 
meniscus of the liquid column. Sarcosyl NL 30 was obtained from the 
Geigy Chemical Company. 
2) Isolation of mitochondria (1) 
HeLa S 3 cells were grown in spinner cultures in a modified 
Eagle Ts medium and 5% calf serum. The concentration of cells upon 
harvesting varied from 1 to 4 x 105 cells/ml. The cells were sedi-
mented in the International PR 2 at 250 g for 6 min. Subsequently, 
the samples were kept at 4 ° C. The cells were resuspended in 20 to 
30 volumes of TD buffer (0. 137 M NaCl, 7 x 10-4 M NaH2P04 , 
5 x 10-3 M KCl and 0. 025M tris, pH 7. 4) and resedimented. This 
washing procedure was repeated once again. The cell pellet (approxi-
mately 108 cells/ml of packed cells) was resuspended in 6 volumes of 
LIS (low ionic strength) buffer consisting of 0. 01 M tris, 0. 01 M KCl, 
and 0. 005 M EDTA, pH 7. 4 (at 4 ° C). After 1 min, the swollen cells 
were homogenized in a Potter-Elvehjem glass homogenizer equipped 
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with a motor driven teflon pestle. It was found that 15 strokes of the 
homogenizer rotating at 500 rpm were adequate to break open about 1/2 
of the cells. After homogenization, LIS buffer containing 2 M sucrose 
was added to obtain a concentration of 0.25 M sucrose. The nuclei, large 
debris and unbroken cells were removed from the solution by sedi-
mentation at 1400 g for 3 min . The supernatant was spun at 11, 000 g 
for 15 min in the Sorvall RC2-B. The pelleted mitochondria were 
resuspended in LIS buffer containing 0. 2 5 M sucrose. The final 2 ml 
7 
of the suspension contained the mitochondria from 5 x 10 broken cells. 
Two ml of the suspension were layered onto the surface of a 1 to 2 M 
linear sucrose gradient in LIS buffer and centrifuged for 10 to 12 hours 
at 24 K rpm in an SW 2 5. 1 rotor using a Spinco model L ultracentrifuge. 
A definite band of turbidity had formed at this time and was removed by 
collecting drops from the bottom of the pierced tube. The collected 
sample was diluted to 0. 88 M in sucrose by the addition of LIS. At 
this point, the mitochondria were pelleted and the nucleic acids ex-
tracted by means of the fijrt procedure. 
3) Electron microscopy 
DNA specimens were prepared for electron microscopy by the 
method of Kleinschmidt and Zahn (2). DNA samples taken directly 
from the collected gradient fractions contaL.'1ed approximately 4. 5 M 
CsCl and 100 µg/ml of ethidium bromide. Sufficient cytochrome c at 
-3 
1 mg/ml and 10 M EDTA were added to produce a sample containing 
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0. 1 mg/ml of cytochrome c and 1. 5 M CsCl. From 25 to 100 µl of 
this sample were allowed to flow down an inclined, clean glass micro-
scope slide one end of which was immersed in 0. 15 M ammonium 
acetate. The sample formed a film on the surface of the, ammonium 
acetate, the film area being delimited by talcum powder. After wait-
ing for 30 sec to several min , the surface of a copper grid (200 
mesh.,2 mm, Ladd Industries) covered with Parlodion (cellulose 
nitrate) was touched to the cytochrom:'e c-DNA film. The film was 
fixed to the grid by dipping the grid first into 90 to 9 5% ethanol contain-
ing a 50-fold dilution of a uranyl acetate stain (5 x 10-3 M uranyl 
acetate, 5 x 10-
2 
M HCl in 95% ethanol ) (10). After the 30 sec stain-
ing period, the grid was dipped into isopentane for a 10 sec period. 
The Par.lodion covered grids were made by allowing a film of 
Parlodion floating on water to drop onto the grids as the supporting 
water was drained. The Parlodion film was made by placing 1 drop 
of 3% Parlodion in n-a,myl acetate on the water surface. 
The grids were shadowed in an evacuated chamber with a 
platinum-palladium alloy. This metal, as a foil, was mounted on a 
tungsten wire 8 horizontal cm away from the sample and 1 to 2 cm 
above it. The grids were rotated during the shadowing process. 
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ADDITIONAL RESULTS 
Resolution of bands 
The resolution of closed circular and linear duplex DNA in a 
3. 00 ml dye-CsCl gradient at 43 K rpm in an SW 50 rotor was exam-
ined as a function of centrifugation time. The resolution parameter 
Y, defined as d/(a1 + a2 ) where dis the peak to peak separation and 
a1 and a2 are the band widths of the two bands, was used to compare 
the resolution attained in gradients run under different conditions. In 
experiments with a mixture of PY I and PY II DNA in a dye-CsCl 
gradient, the parameter Y increased from 3. 6 to 4. 1 as the time of 
centrifugation was increased from 24 to 48 h~urs. In a practical 
sense, this increase in resolution is not a necessity, since the reso-
lution after 24 hours with 3. 00 ml gradients is adequate in most cases 
for good physical separation. However, it is desirable to centrifuge 
for a longer period of time if longer liquid columns are used or if the 
proportion of closed circular DNA is small. With preparations 
containing 5 to 10% closed circular DNA, 36 to 48 hours have been 
found to be necessary to obtain maximum resolution of the bands. 
Procedures for separating larger amounts of DNA 
Physical studies of closed circular DNA usually require large 
scale preparative procedures because such DNA is present in low 
concentrations in most of the systems examined to date. The enclosed 
publication describes in detail the use of 3. 00 ml dye-CsCl gradients, 
but these usually are not adequate for large scale preparations. 
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There are two alternatives which appear to be useful. (a) 5. 00 ml 
gradients (p = 1. 55 gm/ml, 100 µg /ml of dye) can be used in Spinco 
SW 50, SW 41 or SW 65 rotors as opposed to 3. 00 ml gradients. Such 
gradients are usually run for a total of 48 hours. (b) Angle head 
rotors, as described by Flamm (3), have been tried in this laboratory 
with good results.We have used the Spinco Titanium 50 angle head 
rotor, 4. 5 ml per tube and 12 tubes per rotor. This is approximately 
3 times the capacity of the SW 50 rotor (with 3. 0 ml gradients). In 
addition, the resolution is greater in the fixed angle rotors. A 
resolution parameter of 4. 9 was obtained for a mixture of PY I and 
PY II in a 4. 5 ml dye-CsCl gradient (100 µg/ml of dye, p = 1. 55 
gm/ml) centrifuged in the Spinco Titanium 50 rotor for 24 hours at 
43 K rpm. This result is illustrated in Figure 8. 
There are disadvantages that must be considered before using 
the angle head rotors. (i) Relatively clean starting solutions must be 
used as an insoluble layer will form at any gradient meniscus if too 
much Cs-SDS or precipitated protein is present. This poses no real 
problem with swinging bucket rotors, for all bands of nucleic acid and 
the insoluble layers always remain perpendicular to the axis of the 
polyallomer or cellulose nitrate tubes. However, when fixed angle 
rotors are used, the orientation of the insoluble surface layers and 
bands, with respect to the axis of the tube, changes during rotor 
deceleration. The insoluble layers usually stick to the sides of the 
tubes and the drop collecting procedure is hampered. (ii) The true 




A buoyant density profile of a mixture of purified H 
polyoma DNA I and II. The gradient contains 5 µg of DNA in 4. 5 ml 
of 1. 55 gm/ml CsCl and 100 µg/ml of ethidium bromide. Each tube 
was over laid with mineral oil. The gradient was centrifuged for 24 
hours at 43 K rpm and 20°C in a Spinco Titanium 50 fixed angle rotor. 
The band maxima are sepaI·ated by 24 fractions and 0. 9 ml. The 




















































50 fixed angle rotor is shorter than a 3. 0 ml gradient in a Spinco 
SW 50 swinging bucket rotor. If the former rotor is used, it is 
imperative that the investigator adjust his initial solution densities 
properly. A small error in density will lead to a much larger error 
in band position in the fixed angle gradient than in the swinging bucket 
gradient. 
Dye removal 
The removal of ethidium bromide from DNA is described in the 
enclosed publication. It was found that the integrity of closed circular 
PY I DNA originally in 100 µg/ml of dye was not changed as a result 
of passing the DNA through a dye -removing Dowex 50 column. 
However, the analysis of the dye -free DNA was made in a neutral 
Cs Cl velocity gradient in the Spinco model E and the argument can be 
made that hypothetical dye-induced changes, such as depurination, 
might not be evident in this type of analysis. Dr. J. Jordan, in a 
purification of SV40 viral DNA, analyzed for the presence of dye-
induced changes using both neutral and alkaline CsCl band velocity 
gradients. The same quantity of closed circular DNA was found in 
both analyses (4). By qualitative observation, it is known that 
solutions of dye in CsCl do change color upon long exposure to room 
light. The nature of this reaction is not yet known nor is it known 
whether DNA would be damaged in such a reaction. 
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Electron microscopy of closed circular DNA 
A large fraction of the closed circular HeLa DNA examined by 
the Kleinschmidt technique was found to be twisted - - most molecules 
were measurable, but others were not. The degree of twisting varied 
considerably in different grid preparations. The variation was proba-
bly due to unknown variables in the grid making procedure. In order 
to maximize the number of untwisted circles in the preparations, 
-4 
hydroquinone was added to obtain a final concentration of 2x10 M. 
This should have caused, in a 30 minute incubation period, a 100% 
conversion of closed circular DNA to nicked circular DNA (5). This 
preparation contained, however, highly twisted molecules. When 
hydroquinone was added to 5 x 10-3 M and the incubation times were 
increased to 1 or 2 hours, the results were still quite variable. The 
action of this reducing agent may be quite different in the high salt 
conditions used here from those used previously. Ethidium bromide 
was not removed from the DNA samples before electron microscopy. 
It is possible that the dye inhibit s the action of the reducing agent 
hydroquinone by acting as a free radical trap (see Part I of the 
thesis). 
Formaldehyde was added to some of the samples and to the 
hypophase in attempts to prevent twisting of the molecules on the 
grids. This experiment again produced quite variable results. In 
one case, however, where formaldehyde was added only to the sample 
and not to the hypophase, the 15 open mitochondrial size molecules 
measured had an average length of 5. 14 ± 0. 20 µ compared to the 
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4. 81 ± 0. 24 µ found previously. The former value indicates that the 
combination of open molecules and the spreading forces due to the 
improper use of the formaldehyde produced somewhat stretched 
molecules. 
From the same preparation, the circumference of 3 0 small 
molecules was measured. These measurements were not included in 
Figure 7a in the inserted publication because of the different experi-
mental conditions. However, Figure 9, a cumulative number distri-
bution, includes these 30 lengths in addition to those previously 
measured. No correction was made to compensate for the possibility 
of stretched molecules. The cumulative distribution shows that most 
of the small molecules have lengths between 0. 2 and 1. 5 µ. 
Multiples of the mitochondrial size molecules 
In the inserted publication, it was noted that extracts of .He La 
cells contained DNA molecules which appeared to be multiples of the 
mitochondrial length. Examples of these multiples are shown in 
Figures 10, 11, 12, and 13. As was al.so stated in the publication, no 
fully extended circles were found, even though the methods mentioned 
in the last section were employed in efforts to untwist the mole-
cules. Therefore, it is not possible to say that these multiples are 
single molecules, for they could have arisen as a result of non-
random combinations of 2, 3, or 4 mitochondrial size molecules . 
. Since the number of molecules in these samples was quite low, it is 
unlikely that all of the multiples could have arisen by the random 
overlapping of 2, 3, or 4 mitochondrial size molecules. 
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Figure 9. Cumulative frequency distribution. This distribution 
contains lengths of molecules in the submitochondrial size class. The 
open circles represent the lengths presented in Figure 7 of the en-
closed publication. The closed circles represent additional molecul'es 
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Figure 10. Electronmicrogr aph of circular DNA from HeLa cells. 
Fractions 33 to 36 from the dense band in Figure 5c of the enclosed 
publication were pooled and used in the specimen preparation. The 
total magnification is 34, 000. The length of the structure shown here 
is 19.9 µ.. 
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Figure 11. Circular DNA from HeLa cells. The conditions are the 
same as for Figure 10. The length of the longer structure is 14. 2 µ 
I 
and the length of the shorter is 5. 1 µ. The magnification is 34, 000. 
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Figure 12. Circular DNA from HeLa cells. The conditions are 
the same as for Figure 10. The length of the molecule shown here is 
9o 4 µ.. The total magnification is 34, 000. 
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Figure 13. Circular DNA from HeLa cells. The conditions are the 
same as for Figure 10. The length of the open molecule is 4. 8 µ. and 
the length of the more twisted molecule is 4. 9 µ,. The total magnifica-




The results presented in the Additional Results section are 
concerned essentially with extending the usefulness of the dye-buoyant 
density method. Further studies have been started in this laboratory 
in attempts to answer some of the many questions raised in the 
enclosed publication. 
The dye-buoyant density method has to this date been mainly 
analytical in nature. However, since it will become desirable to 
obtain larger amounts of material appropriate for physical studies, 
large scale preparative procedures will have to be developed. The 
beginnings of such methodology are presented in the Additional Results 
section. 
Electron microscopy proved to be a rather inconsistent method 
as used in these experiments. These difficulties can be separated 
into two categories. In the first category are those problems concerned 
with the technical details of grid making and shadgwing. Such difficulties 
can be overcome with skill and experience. The second category of 
problems is concerned with the visualization of closed circular DNA. 
Preparations often contain very twisted molecules making detailed 
study difficult. Procedures need to be developed to enable investigators 
to differentiate between closed circular and nicked circular DNA with 
the electron microscope and to transform, by chemical means, the 
form er to the latter with a minimum of difficulty. At the present time, 
there is no way to distinguish completely between closed circular DNA 
molecules containing locked-in superhelices and nicked circular molecules 
in which there are a number of internal overlaps. In the hands of this 
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investigator, molecules labeled as closed circular DNA would some-
times be very twisted and at other times would be quite open. It seems 
likely that there are several unknown variables in the grid ·making 
procedure whose results are unknown . . For example, some recent 
work in this laboratory has indicated that aging of the cytochrome c-
DNA films for 5 to 10 min , as opposed to 1 or 2 min, produces a 
higher proportion of open circular molecules. 
Nothing is known of the function or even the location of the small 
closed circular DNA found in HeLa cells. There is a very large range 
of sizes for DNA smaller than the mitochondrial DNA. Small circles 
have been found in yeast (6), boar sperm (7), mouse embryo cells (4) 
and in human leukocytes obtained from the blood of a donor with 
chronic granulocytic leukemia (8). Is the presence of this small DNA 
essential to the cell or is it an undesirable and non-essential 
relationship? 
The mitochondrial DNA is, of course, localized in the mito-
chondria. Its true function has not yet been completely clarified. The 
multiples of the mitochondrial size are very unusual. If they are 
single molecules, why are they multiples of the mitochondrial size? 
If they are not single molecules, what is the relationship of the com-
ponents? Are the multiples artifactual with respect to the HeLa cell 
system or are they meaningful complexes related in some way to the 
replicative process? 
Multiples of the mitochondrial size have also been found in 
human leukocytes obtained from the blood of a donor with chronic 
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granulocytic leukemia (8) . In contrast to the DNA from the HeLa cell 
system, these multiples are cpen. It has been determined that 
preparations of bacterial plasmid DNA from the colicinogenic factor 
E1 (isolated from a strain of Proteus mirabilis) contain not only a 2. 3 µ 
circular molecule, but also 10 to 20% of a molecule whose length is 
4. 7 µ (9 ). 
The large variation in sizes of circular DNA found in HeLa cell 
DNA preparations does not appear to be a phenomenon specific to this 
cell line, but seems to be widespread in nature. Studies on the 
function and properties of such DNA should promote a great deal of 
interesting and basic research. 
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